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BANKING & FINANCE
Punjab National Bank Launched PNB@Ease
Punjab National Bank (PNB) has launched a digital initiative PNB@Ease beneath
which every transaction undertaken by means of a financial institution branch will
be initiated and accepted by means of customers themselves. This facility will
allow the customers to avail all banking offerings below one roof.
Highlights:
On its 127th foundation day, PNB introduced other digital initiatives such as the onthe-spot opening of on-line saving accounts through video-KYC, insta preapproved loan, insta Demat account and insurance plan facility via internet and
mobile banking services. Punjab National Bank's 127th Foundation Day celebrated
on Apr 12, 2021.
This facility will allow the clients to avail all banking services under one roof, he
said, adding, PNB@Ease stores would boost the bank's distribution capability and
decrease the fee of purchaser acquisition.
The service can vary from financial savings bills opening to availing a variety of
loans and more, without travelling a department or help from the bank employees.
Headquarters Punjab National Bank is in New Delhi. Punjab National Bank's MD
and CEO: S. S. Mallikarjuna Rao. Punjab National Bank Founded on 19 May 1894
at Lahore, Pakistan.
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BUSINESS & ECONOMY
Microsoft Buys AI Speech Tech Company Nuance
Microsoft has made its second-biggest acquisition after LinkedIn. The tech large
has offered AI speech tech company Nuance for $19.7 billion. The go will help
Microsoft's prowess in voice focus and will supply it a improve in the health care
market. Nuance is acknowledged for its Dragon software which helps to transcribe
speech using deep learning. In 2016, Microsoft had bought LinkedIn for $26
billion.
Highlights:
The acquisition will combine options and know-how to supply new cloud and AI
capabilities across healthcare and other industries, and characterize the
contemporary step in Microsoft's industry-specific cloud strategy.
Nuance presents the AI layer at the healthcare point of shipping and is a pioneer in
the real-world software of employer AI.
Nuance's merchandise includes a couple of clinical speech consciousness software
as a carrier (SaaS) choice constructed on Microsoft Azure. The firm's options work
with core healthcare systems, and are presently used in 77% of U.S. hospitals.
CEO of Microsoft is Satya Nadella, Microsoft's Headquarters is positioned in
Redmond, Washington, United States. CEO of Nuance is Mark D. Benjamin.
Nuance's Headquarters: Massachusetts, United States. Nuance used to be centered
in 1992 in, United States.

NASA Awards Contract to Space X
The United States area enterprise National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) has chosen Elon Musk's SpaceX for its Artemis programme, to develop
the 1st commercial lander and take the subsequent two US astronauts to the moon.
The whole value of this contract is $2.89 billion.
Under this contract:
SpaceX will improve a spacecraft SpaceX Starship' to land subsequent to two US
astronauts, consisting of a women astronaut at the south pole of region by means of
2024.
NASA additionally goals to carry the first person of color to the moon's floor as
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phase of the Artemis programme.
Between 1969 and 1972, the US delivered 12 astronauts to the moon.

Urea Produced Through Coal Gasification Subsidy Policy
The Cabinet has approved an exclusive subsidy policy for Talcher Fertilizers
Limited (TFL) to produce urea through coal gasification. Urea is a widely used
fertilizer in India.
Highlights:
Capacity and location: TFL is building a urea plant with an annual output of 1.27
million tons based on coal gasification technology in Odisha State, with an
estimated investment of Rs. 13,277 million.
This will be the only plant that produces nitrogenous soil nutrients (urea) through
coal gasification.
Talcher Fertilizers Ltd is a joint venture of 4 PSUs namely Rashtriya Chemicals
and Fertilizers (RCF), GAIL (India) Ltd. (GAIL), Coal India Ltd. (CIL) and India
Limited (FCIL).
Coal gasification is the method of converting coal into synthesis gas, which is a
mixture of hydrogen (H2), carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO2).

Puma Chooses Washington Sundar, Devdutt Padikkal As Brand Ambassadors
Global sports clothing manufacturer Puma has confirmed long-term endorsement
deals with cricketers Washington Sundar and Devdutt Padikkal.
Highlights:
Puma India, which currently introduced its partnership with Royal Challengers
Bangalore, has been persistently investing in India's sports activities ecosystem.
The duo will be becoming a member of the company's roster of manufacturer
ambassadors that include Indian captain Virat Kohli; wicketkeeper-batsman KL
Rahul; women's countrywide cricketer, Sushma Verma and veteran cricketer
Yuvraj Singh.

RBI to Cancel Licence of Sambandh Finserve
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has issued an advance notice before canceling the
license of Sambandh Finserve Pvt Ltd., which has been hit hard by fraud.
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Highlights:
The company's net assets have fallen below the minimum regulatory requirements
and its financial situation has deteriorated in recent months. Cannot be redeemed.
Sambandh has been registered as NBFC-MFI.
Deepak Kindo, Sambandh's managing director and CEO, allegedly the main
perpetrator of the fraud, has been arrested by the Economic Crime Department in
Chennai.
According to the regulations of the Reserve Bank of India, the NBFC is required to
maintain a minimum level of capital, including Tier 1 capital and Tier 2 capital, not
less than 15% of its total risk-weighted assets.
Sambandh Finserve Private Limited was established in 1992 and is headquartered
in state of Odisha.
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INTERNATIONAL
US President Announces Complete Troop Withdrawal From Afghanistan
United States President (Joe Biden) has announced that all troops of America
would be withdrawn from Afghanistan by using September 11, 2021, as a
consequence bringing to give up the country's longest war.
Highlights:
US troops, as nicely as forces deployed by using our NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) Allies and operational partners, will be out of Afghanistan earlier
than the 20th anniversary of that heinous assault on September 11 (2001).
Biden and his crew are refining countrywide method to monitor and disrupt
sizeable terrorist threats not only in Afghanistan, but however anywhere they might
also arise Africa, Europe, the Middle East, and elsewhere.
Biden had spoken with former US presidents Barack Obama and George Bush
before making the announcement.
The United States and the Taliban signed a landmark deal in Doha on February 29,
2020, to deliver lasting peace in war-torn Afghanistan and enable US troops to
return home from America's longest war.

First Food Park in India Italy
Italy launched India's first "giant food garden" involving food processing facilities.
This is the country's first Italian-Indian food park project.
Highlights:
Italy has launched its first large-scale food park project in Fanidhar, Mehsana
District, Gujarat, India. This project is first ever Italian Indian food project which
develops better partnership between India and Italy.
The project aims to establish synergy between the agriculture and industry of the
two countries, and focuses on the research and development of new and more
efficient technologies in this field. This will be implemented by dedicated vehicles.
It will link agricultural production with the market. This is achieved by bringing
processors, farmers and retailers together to ensure maximum value addition,
increase farmers' income, reduce waste and create employment opportunities.
Capital of Italy is Rome. Currency used in Italy is Euro. Italy's President is Sergio
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Mattarella.

New Zealand Makes 1st Climate Change Law of the World For Financial
Firms
New Zealand is about to turn out to be the world's first country to carry the law into
pressure that needs environmental accountability from economic corporations via
asking them to record how their agencies have an effect on climate change.
Key Notes:
The purpose is to convey the financial zone on board with the efforts being made
towards achieving the country's target of turning carbon-neutral by way of 2050.
The New Zealand authorities first printed its plans to compel the economic area to
make disclosures in September final year, informing that those unable to reveal
would have to supply explanations.
Prime minister of New Zealand: Jacinda Ardern.
Capital of New Zealand: Wellington.
The forex of New Zealand: New Zealand dollar.
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Kulbhushan Jadhav Case International Court of Justice
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India was urged by Pakistan to appoint an attorney to characterize the loss of life
row convict Kulbhushan Jadhav to enforce the verdict of the International Court of
Justice (ICJ).
Highlights:
Kulbhushan Jadhav was sentenced to loss of life via a Pakistani military court on
expenses of espionage and terrorism in April 2017.
India approached the ICJ towards Pakistan for denial of consular get admission to
(Vienna Convention) to Jadhav and challenging the demise sentence.
ICJ dominated in 2019 July that Pakistan have to undertake an effective review
and reconsideration of the conviction and sentence of Jadhav, and additionally
provide consular get right of entry to India barring similarly delay.
It had asked Pakistan to grant a desirable discussion board for attraction towards
the sentence given to Jadhav by the military court.
ICJ is an important judicial business enterprise of the United Nations (UN). ICJ
was established in 1945 An Indian, Judge Dalveer Bhandari has been a member of
the ICJ considering April 2012. It is in the Peace Palace of Hague, Netherlands.

Death of Chad President Idriss Deby
President of Chad Idriss Deby has been killed on the frontline against rebels in the
north. He used to be fighting rebels belonging to the team 'FACT (the Front for
Change and Concord in Chad)'.
Highlights:
The information of his death got here only the day after he used to be proclaimed
the winner of a presidential election that had given him a sixth term in office.
He had been ruling Chad because 1990, taking power on the lower back of a coup.
His insurrection forces overthrew then-President Hissene Habre, who used to be
later convicted of human rights abuses at an international tribunal in Senegal.
Deby used to be a predominant French ally in the battle in opposition to Islamic
extremism in Africa, web hosting the base for the French military Operation
Barkhane and supplying indispensable troops to the peacekeeping effort in northern
Mali.
The Front for Change and Concord in Chad (FACT), is a political and navy
employer in the north of Chad, with the aim of overthrowing the authorities of
Chad.
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Chad: It is a landlocked state in north-central Africa. It is named after Lake Chad.
Chad lake is the second-largest lake in Africa (after Lake Victoria) and its basin
covers parts of Nigeria, Niger, Chad and Cameroon. The Sahara Desert roughly
covers one 0.33 of the country. Chad is also a section of the Sahel region. Chad
grew to become an oil-producing country in 2003, with the completion of a USD
4bn pipeline linking its oilfields to terminals on the Atlantic coast.

International Girls in ICT Day is Designated on 22nd April
International Girls in ICT Day marked yearly on the fourth Thursday in April. This
year International Girls in ICT Day is located on twenty-second April 2021.
Highlights:
International Girls in ICT Day pursuits to inspire an international motion to
amplify the illustration of girls and female in technology. Today, let's recommit to
the aim of equal get right of entry to for younger ladies and female to opportunities
in science, technology, engineering and math.
The United Nations International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is highlighting
the want to promote technological know-how career possibilities for women and
ladies in the world's fastest-growing sector.

Miguel Daz-Canel to be President of Cuba
Miguel Mario Diaz-Canel has been sworn in as the 1st Secretary of the Communist
Party of Cuba, following the resignation of Raul Castro. The Secretary of the
Communist Party is the most effective role in one celebration ruling Cuba.
Highlights:
Daz-Canel now holds Cuba's two most essential positions, head of the birthday
party and president of the state.
Ral Castro announced that he would step down from the key position of the
celebration and hand over the leadership to a younger generation. Daz-Canel is
nearly 30 years youthful than his predecessor and will now preserve Cuba's two
most necessary positions, head of the celebration and president of the state. Castro
had been in the publishing seeing that 2011 when he took over from his older
brother, Fidel Castro.
Cuba is in the Continent of North America and its capital is Havana. The currency
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of Cuba is the Cuban peso.

India Elected To 3 Bodies Of The UN ECOSOC
India used to be these days elected to the 3 bodies of the United Nations. The three
bodies were the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice, Executive
Board of the United Nations Entity for Gender Equality & Empowerment of
Women and the Executive Board of World Food Programme. All these three our
bodies operate below United Nations Economic and Social Council.
Highlights:
India used to be elected to all these three our bodies via acclamation. Acclamation
is honouring someone. Electing a member country thru acclamation does now not
use a ballot. However, other member international locations had been elected
through secret ballot to these bodies. India's term to these our bodies starts
offevolved on January 1, 2022.
When a member with clean slate is presented for an election in the United Nations,
the vote takes vicinity through acclamation. Clean Slate skill there is no history of
proof of any problems.
The Secret ballot can be dispensed when election by acclamation takes area in the
United Nations. Election by using Acclamation is no longer allowed in all UN
bodies. Election by Acclamation is totally excluded in some of the UN our bodies
such as the Human Rights Council.
The other nations that were elected to the Commission on Crime Prevention and
Criminal Justice via secret ballot have been Cuba, Chile, Paraguay, Dominican
Republic, Brazil. Countries such as Bahrain, Austria, Bulgaria, Belarus, France,
Canada, Libya, Ghana, Qatar, Pakistan, Togo and Thailand were elected by
acclamation.
Executive Board of the UN Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of
Women: The countries that have been elected to this board through acclamation
were Ukraine, Turkmenistan, Thailand, South Africa, Poland, Monaco, Kenya,
Guyana, Gambia, Egypt, Colombia, Camroon, Bangladesh, Australia, Dominican
Republic and Afghanistan.

Recommendation of US Commission on International Religious Freedom
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The United States Commission on International Religious Freedom (USCIRF) has
recommended that India be included in the list of the most serious violations of
religious freedom in 2020 for the second year in a row.
Highlights:
The Ministry of Public Information pointed out a number of human rights issues in
India in its "Human Rights Report 2020".
The main focus of the report is on two countries/regions:
The "Country of Special Concern" (CPC) is a country designated by the Secretary
of State of the United States that has seriously violated religious freedom under the
IRFA (International Religious Freedom Act of 1998).
Countries on the "special watch list" are considered to not meet all the standards of
the Chinese Communist Party, but engage in or tolerate acts that seriously violate
religious freedom.
USCIRF is an independent 2-party committee of the United States Federal
Government dedicated to defending the universal right to freedom of religion or
belief in foreign countries. It is an advisory body to the US Congress and is
headquartered in Washington, DC.
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INDIAN AFFAIRS
ROPAX Jetty Project on Dhamra River
The Government of India recently authorised Rs 50 crores to strengthen an allweather ROPAX in Odisha. The total fee of the venture is estimated to be Rs a
hundred and ten crores. The undertaking pursuits to launch Roll-on or Roll-off
Passenger Jetty connecting Kaninali in Bhadrak district and Talachua in
Kendrapara district.
Highlights:
The assignment will reduce passenger travel time from six hours to one hour. The
connecting factors of the jetty are located in the northern and southern banks of
river Dhamra.
The launch of the jetty carrier will increase business activities and commercial
activities and also will uplift the monetary fame of the region.
The Dhamra river is a joint circulation fashioned by way of the confluence of
Baitarani and Brahmani rovers. It empties into the Bay of Bengal. It lies in the
Bhadrak district of Odisha. The Dhamra port is located to the north of its mouth.
The Gahirmatha sanctuary is located close to the mouth of Dhamra river. Also, the
Bhitarkanika flora and fauna sanctuary lie on the Dhamra estuary.
The Wheeler island is additionally located at the mouth of Dhamra. The Wheeler
Island is a DRDO launch centre.
Gahirmatha Sanctuary is the most vital nesting web page of Olive Ridley sea
turtles. The Gahirmatha seaside separates Bhitarkanika Mangroves and the nesting
web site of the turtles. The Olive Ridley sea turtles have been put under the
Vulnerable class in the IUCN Red List of threatened species. Also, they have been
put underneath Schedule I of the Indian Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972.
Bhitarkanika is a mangrove wetland in Odisha. It is well-known for estuarine
crocodiles.

Gender Samvaad Event Rural Development Ministry
The Ministry of Rural Development lately launched the Gender Samvaad Event. It
is a joint initiative of DAY-NRLM and IWWAGE. The objective of Gender
Samvaad match used to be to create cognizance on gender related interventions
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underneath the DAY-NRLM. DAY-NRLM abbreviation stands for Deendayal
Antyodaya Yojana National Rural Livelihood Mission. IWWAGE abbreviation
stands for Initiative for What Works to Advance Women and Girls in the Economy.
About Gender Samvaad:
It offers possibilities to apprehend the best practices of different states to improve
girls agencies. For instance, facilitating women's get entry to to land rights and their
engagement in Farmer Producer Organisations, establishing robust institutions for
public carrier delivery, great practices round Food, nutrition, health and water and
sanitation.
It helps to recognize Gender Interventions globally.
Also, the tournament offers opportunities to interact with professionals on hints to
cope with implementation barriers.
It pursuits to promote the need to center of attention on gender issues.
Women in DAY-NRLM: More than sixty million women are now phase of DAYNRLM. It plays a essential function in organising them into Self Help Groups.
These systems facilitate livelihood aid offerings for women and allows financial
opportunities.
DAY-NRLM on Gender issues: The DAY-NRLM launched a gender operational
method in 2016 to mainstream gender issues. This was carried out thru training and
capacity building of staff. Also, institutional systems had been installed so that girls
may want to approach them for their grievances.
DAY-NRLM: It is a poverty alleviation programme. It is partially supported via
the World Bank. It was once begun with an agenda to cowl seven crore rural bad
households thru Self Help Groups and aid them for livelihoods.

Railways To Run Oxygen Express Trains
Following the surge in the number of Covid-19 cases, the Indian Railways will
operate "Oxygen Express" to transport liquid medical oxygen and oxygen
cylinders.
Highlight:
The oxygen cylinders are planned to be transport across the country through the
Green Corridor to meet the growing demand in the states. Green corridors are being
created to ensure the speed of these trains.
The empty tanker will start its journey from the Kalamboli and Boisar train
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stations in and around Mumbai, and will load liquid medical oxygen from the
national transporters Vizag, Jamshedpur, Rourkela and Bokaro.
Union Minister of Railways is Piyush Goyal. Indian Railways Founded in 16 April
1853, India. Indian Railways Headquarters is located in New Delhi.

Restriction to Lingaraja Temple Coronavirus
The Odisha Government has limited public entry into the Lingaraj Temple after
four sevayats (priests) tested wonderful for the novel coronavirus.
Highlights:
In August 2020, the government had determined to give a facelift to the temple,
akin to its pre-350-year structural status.
Lingaraj Temple, constructed in eleventh century AD, is devoted to Lord Shiva
and is viewed as the biggest temple of the town Bhubaneswar of Odisha
The temple is believed to have been built by way of the Somvanshi King Yayati I.
It is built in crimson stone and is a traditional instance of Kalinga fashion of
architecture.
The lingaraja temple is divided into four sections - Garbha Griha (sanctum
sanctorum), Yajna Shala (the corridor for prayers), Bhoga Mandap (the hall of
offering) and Natya Shala (hall of dance).
The sprawling temple complicated has one hundred and fifty subsidiary shrines.
Lingaraj is referred to as Swayambhu' self-originated Shivling.
Another essential element of the temple is that it signifies the syncretisation of
Shaivism and Vaishnavism sects in Odisha.

Gayatri Mantra Is Also Called As The Sayitri Mantra
Gayatri Mantra has another name called Sayitri Mantra. Maharshi Vishvamitra had
created the Gayatri mantra.
Highlights:
It is a incredibly revered mantra from the Rig Veda, committed to Savitr also
regarded as Vedmata.
The mantra is an necessary phase of the upanayana ceremony for younger adult
males in Hinduism, and has lengthy been recited by means of dvija men as part of
their each day rituals.
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Modern Hindu reform movements unfold the exercise of the mantra to include
ladies and all castes and its use is now very widespread.
The Science and Technology department has funded a medical trial at the AIIMS
in Rishikesh, to determine if the chanting of the Gayatri Mantra and performing
pranayama can aid the nice of recuperation and cure COVID-19 faster in a subset of
patients.

Startup India Seed Fund Scheme Launched by Piyush Goyal
The Minister for Commerce and Industry launched the Start-Up India Seed Fund
scheme. The scheme goals to provide monetary guide to the startups for their
prototype development, proof of concept, product trials, market entry.
Highlights:
The scheme will provide 945 crores in the next 4 years to the startups.
It is expected to assist greater than 3,600 startups through three hundred
incubators.
The scheme will create robust startup ecosystem in all the Tier-2 and Tier-3 cities.
The startups in these cities are regularly deprived of funding.
The fund will guide transformative thoughts and kindle startup revolution.
Seed Funds are these cash that are furnished or used for the duration of the very
commencing of an investment.
Indian startups are going through capital inadequacy in particular in the seed and
Proof of Concept development stage. Capital requirement is highly indispensable at
this stage as it may make or spoil a situation for startups that possess appropriate
business ideas.
The Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade shall constitute an
Expert Advisory Committee to display the normal execution of the scheme.
In February 2021, the GoI introduced that a SISFS is to be hooked up via April
2021. It is inline with Atma Nirbhar Bharat campaign that used to be launched in
May 2020.

Ministry Of Culture And Tourism Inaugurates Online Exhibition On
Ramayana
The Union Minister of Tourism and Culture Patel inaugurated the first online
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exhibition of Ramayana.
Highlights:
The exhibition will exhibit case forty-nine miniature paintings. The paintings in the
exhibition have been collected from the National Museum in New Delhi.
The artwork has been dated between seventeenth century and 19th century.
Ramayana in one of the foremost epics of Indian history. It was once written
through Maharishi Valmiki. It was once at the beginning written in Sanskrit. There
are various versions of the epic such as Jain versions, Buddhist versions, Sikh
versions, Cambodia version, Laos versions, Thailand version, Philippines,
Myanmar, etc.
UNESCO declared Ramlila as Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity in 2008.
The Ramlila festivities are in particular famous in Varanasi, Ayodhya, Madhubani,
Satna, Almora and in predominant cities of Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya
Pradesh and Bihar.
Now, Ramlila is a part of Myanmar, Thailand and Cambodia as well. This is on the
whole due to the fact of the Hindu communities that moved to these nations in the
19th and 20th centuries.

LIC Joins With Paytm To Handle Digital Payments
Life Insurance Corporation of India has appointed homegrown repayments player
Paytm to facilitate its digital payments. Following a tie-up with another charge
gateway earlier, the country's biggest existing insurer has sought a new deal as the
majority of its payments have moved to digital modes.
Keynotes:
The new agreement requires a handy price process, a broader range of charge
options, and more players (wallets, banks, etc) in payment channels. LIC has seen
an upsurge in e-payments following the COVID-19 pandemic. The Public Sector
Unit insurer collects premiums really worth Rs 60,000 crore via digital mode,
which doesn't comprise repayments made thru banks.
LIC Chairperson: M R Kumar;
LIC Headquarters: Mumbai;
LIC Founded: 1 September 1956;
Paytm HQ: Noida, Uttar Pradesh;
Paytm Founder & CEO: Vijay Shekhar Sharma;
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Paytm Founded: 2009.

Launch of Jagananna Vidya Deevena Scheme
The Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh, YS Jagan Mohan Reddy these days released
the first tranche of Rs 672 crores below the Jagananna Vidya Deevena Scheme for
the year 2021-22. This reimbursed the fees for 10.88 lakh students. Till now, a
whole of Rs 4, 879 crores have been disbursed under the Jagananna Vidya Deevena
Scheme.
The goal of the scheme:
The main objective of the Jagananna Vidya Deevena Scheme is to supply
scholarships to all the college students who are no longer capable to pay their
expenses due to the fact of their economic burden.
The scheme by and large focuses on students seeking greater education. It aims to
furnish price repayment to greater than 14 lakh students of the state.
The scheme will immediately savings the quantity into the bills of students'
mothers. Earlier, the money used to be transferred to the proprietors of the colleges.
The Governor of Andhra Pradesh Governor is Biswabhusan Harichandan. Chief
Minister of Andhra Pradesh Chief minister is Y. S. Jaganmohan Reddy.

First Party To Declare Name Of Electoral Bonds Donor - JNM
The Jharkhand Mukti Morcha (JMM) is the 1st party to declare the name of the
entity which made donations to it thru electoral bonds.
Highlights:
A statement of a 1 crore donation used to be made in the party's 2019-20
contribution report.
According to the contribution file of the ruling birthday celebration in Jharkhand,
the donation was made by aluminium and copper manufacturing employer
Hindalco.
In a new report, the affiliation stated the most frequent and famous supply of
profits for country wide and regional political events in 2019-20 had been
donations via electoral bonds.
This raises the query as to whether political parties are conscious of the identity of
the donors who have contributions thru electoral bonds, as can be viewed in this
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case.
Chief Minister of Jharkhand is Hemant Soren and the Governor of Shrimati
Droupadi Murmu.

Gender Bias and Inclusion In Advertising In India
The United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) and Geena Davis's Gender Institute
(GDI) in the media released a report entitled Gender Bias and Inclusiveness in
Indian Advertising.
Highlights:
Research shows that although Indian ads are better than global benchmarks in
terms of girls and women having equal performance on-screen and speaking time,
their portrayal is problematic as gender stereotypes develop.
GDI is a non-profit research organization dedicated to researching gender
representation in the media and advocating equal representation of women.
India has achieved gender equality in primary education and increased the female
literacy rate from 54% in 2001 to 66% in 2011.
In the 2020 Global Gender Inequality Index, India ranked 108th out of 153
countries, an increase from 2015 (ranked 130th out of 155 countries).
India is one of the few countries where the mortality rate of girls under 5 is higher
than that of boys. Beti Bachao Beti Padhao Project, Scheme for Adolescent Girls
(SAG), Sukanya Samiridhi are some initiatives of India regarding girls.

Sudarshan Sen Committee Reserve Bank of India
The Reserve Bank of India has established a committee to conduct a
comprehensive review of the work of the Asset Reconstruction Corporation (ARC)
in the financial sector ecosystem and propose appropriate measures to enable them
to meet the growing demand.
Highlights:
The six-member committee will be led by Sudarshan Sen, former executive
director of the Reserve Bank of India.
The team will review the existing legal and regulatory framework applicable to
ARC and propose measures to improve the efficiency of ARC.
It will also review the role of ARC in addressing stressful assets, including those
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specified in the Bankruptcy and Bankruptcy Law (IBC), and make
recommendations to improve the liquidity and trading of securities returns.
In addition, a review of ARC's business model is also required.
The committee will submit a report within three months from the date of its first
meeting.
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
NASA to Launch Crew 2 of Space X
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is to launch four
astronauts to the International Space Station on World Earth Day (April 22). NASA
is to launch the mission alongside with SpaceX.
Highlights:
SpaceX Crew 2 is the 2nd crewed operational flight of Crew Dragon Spacecraft.
The mission will transport 4 scientists to the International Space Station (ISS).
The astronauts to journey to the International Space Station are from NASA,
JAXA and ESA. JAXA is of Japan that is the Japanese Space Agency and ESA is
of Europe that is European Space Agency.
Crew Dragon was the first space car to launch human beings from American soil in
nine years. It was first launched in May 2020. It was once funded via NASA's
Commercial Crew Programme. It evolved from an in the past plan known as
Dragon 1. Dragon 1 was launched greater than twenty times on missions to supply
cargo to the International Space Station between 2012 and 2020.
SpaceX Crew 1 was once the first time astronauts used a spaceship developed and
launched via a non-public company. Also, it carried returned astronauts to the earth.
How does Crew Dragon return to the Earth - It detaches from the International
Space Station. The trunk part on the pinnacle burns up in the atmosphere. Then
thrusters fire for 15 minutes of de-orbit burn. The De-orbit burn is firing of engines
of spacecraft to allow it to re-enter the earth. The temperature of the space craft
touches 1,600 stages Celsius as it re-enters the atmosphere. Parachute installation
from simply beneath the nose cone to perspective capsule to cut into the water and
limit impact.

Aditya L1 Support Centre to be Launched
The Indian programme to find out about the Sun and the location between the Earth
and the Sun from space Aditya-L1 is due to be launched subsequent year.
Highlights:
The mission will carry seven payloads which have been developed with the aid of
a variety of institutions all over the country.
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When the mission is launched, there will be a want for a floor aid centre to screen
and coordinate the work on its a number payloads.
This function will be played by means of the ARIES facility (short for Aryabhata
Research Institute for observational Sciences), situated close to Nainital.
The Aditya-L1 Support Centre (ASC) will provide training through normal
workshops for the visitor users.
Apart from this, it will supply ready-to-use Python and Java apps for the satellite
records and demos and handouts to facilitate the visitor users.

Luna 25 - Moon Mission of Russia
The Roscosmos is to launch Luna 25 with the aid of October 2021. The Roscosmos
is the State Space Corporation of Russia that is responsible for area flights,
aerospace lookup and cosmonautics programmes.
Highlights:
The Mission will lift a lander. The predominant goal of Luna 25 is to prove
touchdown technology.
It is to lift thirty kilograms of scientific units such as a robotic arm and drilling
hardware to collect soil samples.
It will find out about the exosphere around the south pole of the moon. Till date no
spacecraft has been to this vicinity of the moon. Several nations seem at the web
page as future moon bases.
The challenge is financed through Roscosmos.
The closing of the Luna collection was Luna 24 that used to be launched in 1976.
It used to be the third Soviet Union mission to retrieve lunar surface samples. The
first Luna mission used to be launched in 1970.
Lunar-A was once a proposed orbiter of Luna 25 mission. It used to be to be
developed through a merger between Roscosmos and JAXA (Japanese Space
Agency). However, the merger used to be aborted.

Indian Expedition To Antarctica - Returns To Cape Town
The fortieth Scientific Expedition to Antarctica (40-ISEA) hosted by the Ministry
of Earth Sciences successfully returned to Cape Town after finishing a trip of about
12,000 nautical miles in 94 days, consisting of stopovers.
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Highlights:
This success concludes four successful many years of India's scientific endeavour
in the continent of peace and cooperation. The crew reached its destination Bharati
station on February 27 and Maitri station on March eight in Antarctica. Maitri and
Bharati are India's permanent research base stations in Antarctica. Minister of Earth
Sciences is Dr Harsh Vardhan.

DRDO Develops Supplemental Oxygen Delivery System
The Defence Research Development Organisation has developed a Supplemental
Oxygen Delivery System. It is to be used for troopers posted at excessive highaltitude areas.
Highlights:
The machine was once developed by the Defence Bio-Engineering and Electro
Medical Laboratory (DEBEL) positioned in Bengaluru. It operates underneath
DRDO.
The device offers supplementary oxygen primarily based on the Blood Saturation
levels. The device will help soldiers from sinking into a state of Hypoxia. Hypoxia
is deadly in many cases.
The machine shall also be used to provide clinical oxygen to COVID-19 patients.
India is now on high demand of medical oxygen with COVID-19 instances
increasing at great level.
The Government of India is to set up 162 oxygen manufacturing vegetation that
will supply scientific oxygen, especially to hospitals in rural. Of these, 100 are to be
funded via the PM-CARES fund. Also, India is to import 50,000 tonnes of Oxygen.
Hypoxia is the nation the place oxygen accomplishing the tissues is inadequate.
The identical circumstance occurs in COVID-19.
The electronics hardware of the device has been designed to work at
extraordinarily low temperature, low humidity and low barometric pressures. It
reads the SpO2 stages of the individual through a wrist worn pulse oximeter. The
levels are read via wi-fi interface.
Based on the degrees of SpO2, the solenoid valve is adjusted to supply oxygen to
the person. The system elements oxygen thru nasal nares.
The system is reachable in distinctive sizes from one litre and one kilogram weight
imparting a hundred and fifty litres of Oxygen to ten litres and ten kilogram weight
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offering 1,500 litres of oxygen. It supplies oxygen for 750 minutes at a waft fee of
two litres per minute. It is of low weight. The layout has been sent for bulk
production.
The oximeter is definitely computerized and therefore can be deployed in
households. This is because, it offers an alarm for decrease SpO2 levels.

One In 2 Indian Adults Experienced Cybercrime In Last 1 Year
The Norton LifeLock launched a file titled 2021 Norton cyberSafety Insights
Report. 59% of Indians, that is, more than one in two adults in the use of a have
experienced cyber-crime in the remaining twelve months.
Highlights:
The record says that seven in ten Indian adults consider that far flung work
atmosphere created with the aid of COVID-19 has made it less difficult for the
hackers and cybercriminals.
Around 52% of the adults in India do not know how to shield themselves from
cybercrime. 27 million Indian adults experienced identification thefts. 90% of the
buyers the use of on-line transactions are taking proactive steps to guard their data.
42% trust that it is not possible to protect their privacy. 66% are worried that they
are greater susceptible to cybercrimes due to COVID-19 and how it is making the
world to become extra dependable on digital platforms. 52% of cybercrime victims
became to their pals for help and 47% contacted the organization for resolving the
issues.
Of the whole cybercrimes that happened in India, 14% passed off in 2020. More
than twenty-seven million adults have faced identification thefts in 2020-21.
Indian Cyber Crime Coordination Centre (I4C) was launched to deal with
problems related to cybercrimes in the country.
Online Cybercrime reporting portal was once launched to file complaints related to
infant sexual abuse cloth or child pornography.
Cyber Swachhta Kendra was established. These are Botnet Cleaning and Malware
Analysis Centres. It gives detection of malicious programmes and free tools to cast
off such programmes.
National Critical Information Infrastructure Protection Centre was once launched
to guard quintessential facts infrastructure.
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ISRO to Support RESPOND Programme
Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has introduced that it will help eight
joint research tasks mooted with the aid of the Space Technology Cell (STC), IITDelhi.
Highlights:
The ISRO has extended help to the projects underneath its RESPOND programme.
ISRO started out the RESPOND (Research Sponsored) programme in the 1970s,
with the goal of encouraging academia to participate and make contributions in
more than a few Space related lookup activities.
Under the Programme, ISRO presents a financial guide for conducting lookup and
development things to do related to Space Science, Space Technology and Space
Applications in Academic Institutions in India.
This is the flagship programme of ISRO to promote extramural research in rising
areas of Space at Academia.
It appears to decorate the Academic base, generate human assets and infrastructure
at the Academic Institutions to guide the Space Programmes.
India is on course to launch its first human spaceflight mission, Gaganyaan, where
Indian astronauts will spend time to habits space experiments. This bold mission
will help the country prepare for future deep-space missions.
Additionally, RESPOND is collaborating in National Missions like the IMPRINT
(IMPacting Research INnovation and Technology) programme and Uchhatar
Avishkar Yojana (UAY).
IMPRINT Programme was launched in 2015 by means of the Ministry of Human
Resource Development (now Ministry of Education). Uchhatar Avishkar Yojana
launched by the Ministry of Human Resource Development in 2015.

Ingenuity Helicopter Takes Flight on Mars NASA
NASA flew its tiny helicopter Ingenuity on Mars, the first powered flight on
another planet and a feat a pinnacle engineer called our Wright brothers' moment.
Highlights:
Data and pictures from the self - sufficient flight had been transmitted 173 million
miles (278 million kilometres) returned to Earth where they have been received by
way of an array of floor antennas of NASA and processed greater than three hours
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later.
The tiny helicopter Ingenuity was on autopilot for its flight, out of direct control,
sight or contact with the men and ladies on Earth who had ordered it aloftbecause
radio alerts take too long to journey between the planets for any human operator to
intervene.
The mini-4-pound (1.8-kilogram) copter even carried a bit of wing material from
the Wright Flyer that made comparable history at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, in
the year 1903.
NASA was founded on 1 October 1958. The acting Administrator of NASA is
Steve Jurczyk. The headquarters of NASA is situated in Washington D.C of the
United States.

Russia to Launch its Own Space Station
The settlement between Roscosmos and its global companions is to run out in the
2024. Russia planned to pull out of the International Space Station (ISS) and launch
its personal house station in 2025.
Highlights:
According to Russia, the structure of the International Space Station is ageing.
With the station turning into older, it can lead to irreversible consequences.
The International Space Station was once launched by using the US house
organizations and Russian Space corporations in 1998. The other countries that
have been concerned in the launch of the International Space Station had been
Canada, European Space Agency and Japan.
The ISS revolves around the earth in ninety-three minutes. It makes 15.5 orbits per
day. It travels at an orbital velocity of 7.7 kilometres per second.
After Russia's withdrawal, the future of ISS is to be made based totally on the
prerequisites of technical modules in the station. Most of the technical modules in
the station have reached the stop of their service life.
The Roscosmos additionally introduced that the first core module of the new
Russian orbital station is ready. Russia targets to launch the module with the aid of
2025. This new area mannequin is being assembled at a fee of 5 billion USD.
Russia announced that it has signed a settlement with China to set up a Lunar
lookup station on the moon.
Russia celebrated the sixtieth anniversary of Yuri Gagarin becoming the first
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human to enter into an orbit in space. Yuri Gagarin was the first individual to enter
outer space. The name of his pill was Vostok 1. He carried out one orbit of the earth
in his tablet on April 12, 1961.

Scientists Develop A New Covid -19 Vaccine
Scientists used the new platform to develop the Covid-19 vaccine, which provides
protection against the existing strain and also the future strain of SARS-CoV-2 and
also other coronaviruses.
Highlights:
The new vaccine production platform was invented by Dr Steven L Zeichner of the
University of Virginia Health System University.
It involves the synthesis of DNA that directs the production of a virus.
This can guide the immune system on how to initiate an immune response to the
virus.
The vaccine targets a portion of the spike protein of the virus, called a fusion
peptide.
This compound is basically universal in coronaviruses, and no differences are
observed at all in many genetic sequences of SARS-CoV-2 obtained from all over
the world.
Most vaccines under development either target the entire spike protein or only the
receptor-binding domain (RBD).
antibodies against RBD can provide good neutralizing activity, there may be
mutations in RBD that reduce the effectiveness of the antibody.

Cosmic Rose Image by NASA
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) shared an image of
Cosmic Rose. Cosmic Rose is an image captured via the Hubble Space Telescope
of NASA. The photo featured interacting galaxies Arp 273.
Highlights:
Arp 273: It lies in the Andromeda constellation. Arp 273 is 300 million light-years
away from the earth. Arp 273 is a combination of spiral galaxy UGC 1810 and
UGC 1813. UGC 1810 is 5 instances heavier than UGS 1813. And, UGC 1810 has
a disc that is tidally distorted into a rose shape. The distortion is on the whole due
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to the gravitational pull of UGC 1813 that lies beneath. This has been captured
through Hubble Space Telescope.
The Interacting Galaxies are these galaxies whose gravitational fields disturb one
another.
The Galaxy harassment is an interaction between a low-luminosity galaxy and a
brighter one. It is commonly frequent in prosperous galaxy clusters such as Coma
and Virgo.
Galactic Cannibalism: It is a process the place a giant galaxy interacts with a
partner through tidal gravitational interactions. The galactic tide is defined as
pressure skilled by objects subjected to the gravitational area of a galaxy.
Galaxy Collision: These are frequent at some point of galaxy evolution. In these
interactions, two galaxies will collide and will no longer have ample momentum to
proceed travelling after the collision.
Galaxy Mergers: A galaxy merger occurs when two or greater galaxies collide with
every other. They are the most violent kind of galaxy interactions. Galaxy mergers
are enormously essential as they are the necessary measure of Galaxy evolution.
Hubble Space Telescope: It is space telescope that used to be launched in 1990 into
low Earth Orbit.

COVIRAP Technology IIT Kharagpur
The IIT Kharagpur has efficiently commercialised the healthcare product
COVIRAP. COVIRAP is a diagnostic technological know-how to become aware of
COVID-19 virus. The technology is also successful in trying out influenza, dengue,
malaria. Tuberculosis and Japanese Encephalitis. Also, science can be used to take
a look at different vector-borne diseases.
Highlights:
The trying out fee of the COVIRAP based totally system is Rs 500.
The gadget will minimise the want for real time PCR machines and also for
thermal cyclers.
COVIRAP is a cuboid formed portable testing device.
It is successful in delivering the outcomes in an hour. This will assist to scale up
the screening of COVID-19 in rural and peripheral areas.
The COVIRAP based totally machines can be developed at a cost of much less
than Rs 10,000.
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COVIRAP conducts COVID-19 test the usage of a swab sample. It does not
require a separate facility for RNA extraction.
COVIRAP is now being launched for commercialisation after getting validated by
means of ICMR (Indian Council of Medical Research). Recently, the lookup crew
from IIT Kharagpur has developed a more advanced model of COVIRAP using
isothermal nuclei acid trying out technology for speedy diagnostics of the
infections.
Working of COVIRAP
COVIRAP has an extraordinary detection unit for genomic analysis, a preprogrammable temperature manipulate unit and a customised smartphone app for
results. It additionally has three grasp mixes that work as markers of distinctive
genes to verify the presence of COVID-19. The samples amassed thru swabs react
with these mixes. The paper strips coded with required chemical substances are
then dipped into the response products from the samples and mixes. The coloured
lines point out the presence of the COVID-19 virus.

Mars Oxygen In-Situ Resource Utilization Experiment MOXIE
The Perseverance rover of Mars 2020 Mission of NASA these days converted
carbon dioxide into oxygen. This is the first time this has been completed in any
other planet. This was once performed through MOXIE, an instrument placed in the
front facet of the rover.
Highlights:
MOXIE is Mars Oxygen In-Situ Resource Utilisation Experiment. It is a golden
container placed in the front side of the rover.
MOXIE is also called Mechanical Tree. This is because, it uses electricity and
chemistry to cut up carbon molecules into carbon and oxygen. In due process, it
produces carbon monoxide as a by product.
MOXIE produced 5 grams of oxygen in its first run. It is equal to ten minutes of
breathable oxygen for an astronaut performing a everyday activity.
MOXIE is capable of producing ten grams of oxygen in one hour.
MOXIE used to be designed by way of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT).
It used to be built with nickel-alloy. The alloy is heat-resistant and is exact to
tolerate temperatures of 1,470 ranges Fahrenheit.
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MOXIE used to be protected with gold coating so that the heat radiated does now
not damage the rover.
According to the scientists at MIT, one ton model of MOXIE is capable of
producing twenty-five tonnes of oxygen.
Earlier missions have proved the presence of ice in Mars. Scientists agree with that
extracting oxygen from the Martian atmosphere, that is prosperous in carbon
dioxide is extra feasible than extracting oxygen from ice that is present in its under
surface.
Perseverance landed on Mars on February 18, 2021. It carried the Ingenuity
helicopter. The helicopter recently made its profitable flight. This used to be first
flight in any other planet.

Epicentres of the African Swine Fever Mizoram
Certain areas in the 4 districts of Mizoram have been confirmed as epicentres of the
African swine fever (ASF) that has so a long way killed 1,119 pigs in a month.
African Swine Fever (ASF):
ASF is an incredibly contagious and deadly animal ailment that infects home and
wild pigs, generally ensuing in an acute structure of hemorrhagic fever.
It was once first detected in Africa in the 1920s.
The mortality is shut to a hundred per cent, and considering the fact that the fever
has no cure, the only way to quit it spreading is by means of culling the animals.
ASF is now not a chance for human beings seeing that it solely spreads from
animals to different animals.
According to the FAO, it is extremely excessive workable for transboundary
spread has positioned all the countries in the location in danger and has raised the
spectre of ASF as soon as greater escaping from Africa. It is a disease of growing
strategic significance for international food protection and household income.

FOSS4GOV Innovation Challenge to Accelerate Adoption of FOSS
MeitY publicizes #FOSS4GOV Innovation Challenge to accelerate the adoption of
Free and Open-Source Software (FOSS) in the Indian Government.
Background:
India is nicely placed to come to be a vivid hub for Free and Open-Source Software
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(FOSS) innovations, due to the giant quantity of 4G information subscribers in
India, 96% of whom get admission to the digital world by way of open-source
primarily based cell operating structures (primarily Android). Some of India's
largest government tasks (including Aadhaar) and many science start-ups have
additionally been constructed with the usage of FOSS. Acknowledging the
practicable of FOSS, a Policy issued on Adoption of Open-Source Software by the
Indian government in 2015.
#FOSS4GOV Innovation Challenge
The Innovation Challenge calls upon FOSS innovators, technological know-how
entrepreneurs and Indian Startups to submit implementable open supply product
improvements in CRM and ERP with viable functions for Govtech in Health,
Education, Agriculture, Urban Governance, etc. This is an undertaking for nearby
builders to create open-source customer relationship administration and agency aid
management software worthy of use with the aid of Indian authorities' agencies.
Participants are eligible for incubation support, prize money, mentorship by domain
experts, institutional help from eminent agencies for incubation of thoughts and list
of options on GeM.
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ENVIRONMENT
First Bamboo - Dwelling Bat of India
Meghalaya State produced the first bamboo-dwelling bat of India with a sticky
plate.
Highlights:
The disc-footed bat (Eudiscopus denticulus) was recorded in the Lailad area of
Meghalaya near the Negkhyllem Wildlife Sanctuary, about 1,000 kilometres west
of the nearest known habitat in Myanmar.
Disc-footed bats have increased the number of bats in Meghalaya to 66, which is
the highest of all states in India. It also helped increase the genera and species of
the Indian bat fauna.
IUCN Status: Least Concern

Shooting of Two Great Indian Bustards in Cholistan Desert
The Hunters shot down two Great Indian Bustards (GIBs) in Cholistan desert of
Pakistan, which is a protected area in Pakistan.
Highlights:
Cholistan Desert, also known as Rohi desert, is a large desert in southern Punjab,
Pakistan. It forms part of the Great Thar Desert, which extends to Sindh and
Rajasthan, India. It is one of the two large deserts in Punjab, and the other is the
Thar Desert. Derawar Fort is located in the Cholistan Desert.
The GIB is the national bird of Rajasthan and is considered the most endangered
bird in India. GIB has a population of less than 100 in Rajasthan, accounting for
95% of the global population.
The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), which categorised the
GIBs as endangered in the year 1994, was compelled to upgrade the species to the
status of critically endangered in the year 2011 because of continued threats faced
in the survival of these large birds.
The wildlife authorities in Rajasthan had permitted captive breeding of GIB,
protected under the Wildlife Protection Act, in Rajasthan's Desert National Park
(DNP) through a project implemented by the Dehradun-based Wildlife Institute of
India in the year 2019 after a long debate.
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Order of Delhi High Court on Exotic Animals
The Delhi High Court instructed the center to make a decision on the framework
rules to protect alien animals that are not currently under the jurisdiction of the
Wild Animals (Protection) Act of 1972.
Highlights:
The court order was in response to a petition submitted by the animal rights
organization Animal Ethical Treatment of People of India (PETA) concerning the
condition of male hippos rescued from an Asian circus in Uttar Pradesh.
In June 2020, the Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change issued a
consultation to simplify and formalize the process of importing live animals.
The term Exotic has no fixed definition, but it usually refers to a wild animal or
one that is rarer and rarer than ordinary domestic pets (such as cats or dogs). These
species are usually not primitive species in a certain area, but introduced into the
area by humans.
Hippopotamus, additionally referred to as hippo or water horse, is an amphibious
African ungulate mammal. It is regarded to be the 2nd largest land animal (after the
elephant).
Hippos are well tailored to aquatic life. The ears, eyes, and nostrils are positioned
excessive on the head so that the relaxation of the physique may also stay
submerged.
Hippopotamuses were extinct in northern Africa by means of 1800 and south of
Natal and the Transvaal by means of 1900. They are nevertheless pretty frequent in
East Africa, however populations proceed to decrease continent wide.

Small Rat Like Animal - Rewaconodon Indicus
The Tiki Formation in Madhya Pradesh (MP), a treasure trove of vertebrate fossils,
has yielded a new species and 2 genera of cynodonts, small rat-like animals that
lived about 220 million years ago.
Highlights:
Researchers from the IIT Kharagpur, used scanning electron microscopy to find
out about about 10 tooth samples gathered from Shahdol District, Madhya Pradesh.
The results confirmed that they had observed a new species, and they named it
Rewaconodon indicus, indicating India, the united states it used to be discovered
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from.
The crew additionally identified two new genera from the area.
The first used to be named Inditherium floris, after India and the Latin word
therium that means beast.
As the teeth has a flower-shaped crown, it earned the species title floris.
The 2nd was named Tikiodon cromptoni, after Tiki Formation and Greek phrase
odon which means tooth.
The species title is after paleontologist A.W. Crompton.
The Tiki Formation is a Late Triassic (Carnian to Norian) geologic formation in
Madhya Pradesh.

State of the Global Climate Report 2020 - WMO
The World Meteorological Organisation launched the State of the Global Climate
2020 report. Starting from 2011 to 2020 was the warmest decade in record.
Key Findings:
COVID-19 and severe climate events were double blow to tens of millions in the
world.
The Cyclone Amphan is the most costly tropical cyclone on record in the North
Indian Ocean. The Cyclone made a landfall in May 2020 close to India-Bangladesh
border. The monetary losses in India due to the cyclone is approximately 14 billion
USD. The year 2020 is one of the three warmest years on record.
The extend in world average temperature as of 2020 was once 1.2 degree Celsius
as compared to the pre-industrial levels. Pre-industrial degrees refer to the length
earlier than 1850. The extend has took place regardless of the cooling impact of LaNina in 2020.
India had one of its two wettest monsoon seasons on the grounds that 1994. The
common rainfall between June and September was once 9% above the long-term
average.
Around 2,000 deaths had been pronounced at some stage in monsoon seasons due
to flooding, landslides and heavy rains.
The world common carbon dioxide concentrations have exceeded 410 parts per
million. This is 148% higher than the pre-industrial levels.
Only 59 countries that symbolize 54% of international emissions have framed their
net-zero targets. Of these solely six nations have legislations on net-zero emissions.
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Seven international locations had been categorised as critically insufficient. The
pledges of these international locations will lead to four levels expand in
temperatures. This consists of US and Russia.
India, Costa Rica, Bhutan and Philippines are compliant with Paris Agreement
according to Climate Action Tracker.
The World Meteorological Organisation is publishing the document due to the fact
that 1993. The file mostly files indicators of climate system such as increasing land
and ocean temperatures, greenhouse gas concentrations, melting ice, sea-level
increase, glacier pull away and extreme weather. The document additionally
highlights the influences of local weather change on socio-economic development,
food security, migration and marine ecosystems.

Fire Caught in Table Mountain National Park
Table Mountain National Park is situated in Cape Town of South Africa. Recently,
a fireplace caught in the park and is burning it rapidly. More than two hundred fire
warring parties have been deployed in the place to quench the fire.
Highlights:
A vacated vagrant fire may also have induced the fire. Vagrant is a man or woman
except domestic or who wanders from place-to-place begging.
Table Mountain National Park is a flat-topped mountain. It is a full-size tourist
attraction. It is protected in the UNESCO World Heritage site. UNESCO is United
Nations Economic and Social Commission. The two most vital landmarks in the
National Park are the Table Mountains and the Cape of Good Hope. Cape Agulhas
is the southern tip of Africa.
The most famous characteristic of the Table Mountains is the level plateau that
runs approximately three kilometres. The plateau is flanked by means of Devil's
Peak in the east and Lion's head in the west.
The mountains are also acknowledged for the orographic clouds. These mountains
are very regularly included by means of orographic clouds unlike any other
mountains in the world. This is due to the fact of the south easterly winds.
The Orographic clouds covering the mountains are normally referred to Table
fabric of the mountains. The clouds are formed when the southeasterly winds are
directed up the slopes of the mountains into colder air. In due process, the moisture
condenses to shape clouds.
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Orographic clouds are fashioned when air mass is forced from a low elevation to a
greater elevation.

Godzilla Shark Discovered in New Mexico - Dracopristis hoffmanorum
Jonh Paul Hodnett, a graduate student unearthed the fossil of a shark in 2013 at
Albuquerque, New Mexico. It turns out that, it is a fossil of a new shark species so
ways now not acknowledged to man. After 7 long years of excavation, it has been
named a Dragon shark. It is additionally known as Hoffman's Dragon shark or
Godzilla shark.
Highlights:
The shark has 0.75-metre-long fin spines. Thus, it used to be named Godzilla
Shark initially. It is 2 metres long. The tooth of the shark was the first signal that it
may be a one-of-a-kind species. The teeth of the shark had been shorter, squatter
and less than an inch (2 centimetres) long.
This recovered fossil is the most entire of its evolutionary department
(ctenacanthus). The Ctenacanthus cut up from the present-day sharks around 390
million years ago. They went extinct 330 million years ago. The Ctenacanthus lived
at some stage in the Carboniferous period.
The observed fossil shows that the components of eastern Mexico were once
protected by way of the sea. This sea prolonged until modern-day North America.
The excessive wasteland plateaus of New Mexico have additionally yielded several
dinosaur fossils, in particular the fossils of Tyrannosaurus. The Tyrannosaurus
roamed round earlier than thousands and thousands of years ago. A latest study
says that greater than 2.5 billion Tyrannosaurus as soon as existed on the earth.
Hoffman has named the shark as Dracopristis hoffmanorum to honour the New
Mexico household that owns the land in the Manzano mountains. The fossil used to
be observed in this land.
Carboniferous Period is a geologic length that lasted from 358.9 million years in
the past to 298.9 million years ago. It belongs to the late Palaeozoic era. The earth
was covered with dense and swampy woodland throughout this period. The
duration gave upward shove to giant deposits of peat. Peat is a brown savings that
resembles soil. It is shaped through partial decomposition of vegetable count in the
moist acidic conditions. The peat changed into rich coal stores in the North
America and Western Europe.
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DEFENCE
Dhruv Mk III Aircraft Commissioned in Indian Navy
Indian Naval Air Squadron 323, the 1st unit of the indigenously built Advanced
Light Helicopter (ALH) Dhruv Mk III aircraft, was commissioned into the Indian
Navy (IN).
Highlights:
Advanced Light Helicopter (ALH-DHRUV) is a twin-engine, multi-mission new
generation helicopter in the 5.5 ton weight class and it is designed and developed
indigenously.
The Helicopter is a multi-role chopper with the Shakti engine manufactured via
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL).
HAL is a state-owned aerospace and defence company. HAL is headquartered in
Bangalore, India. It is governed underneath the management of the Ministry of
Defence.
HAL conceptualised the Advanced Light Helicopter programme in the year1984.
The principal variants of Dhruv are labeled as Dhruv Mk-I, Mk-II, Mk-III & MkIV.
The aircraft, a step up from Mk 1, will be in a position to mitigate low visibility in
the course of search and rescue operations even at night. It has a 0.7 mm length
gun, which will provide a huge capability from a LIMO (low intensity maritime
operations) standpoint. The computerized flight control machine is vastly foremost
to the preceding one.
This model of the ALH has an all-glass cockpit and it will be used for search and
rescue, exclusive operations and coastal surveillance.

Report on Arms Imports by Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
A report from the Swedish supposes tank Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute (SIPRI) on arms imports was once released. According to it, Arms imports
diminished by way of 33% between 201115 and 201620. India continues to
continue to be the second greatest arms importer after Saudi Arabia.
Highlights:
The ordinary drop in arms imports between 201115 and 201620 used to be due to
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complex and lengthy procurement processes, blended with tries to minimize its
dependence on Russian arms via diversifying its network of palms suppliers.
Russia used to be the greatest palms supplier in both years
Russia's deliveries have dropped with the aid of 53% between the two intervals and
its share of Indian fingers imports fell from 70 to 49%.
France and Israel had been the 2nd and 1/3 greatest fingers suppliers in 201620.
India's fingers imports from France expanded by using 70% whilst those from
Israel rose by using 82%.
The U.S. was the fourth largest provider in 201620.
India accounted for 9.5% of the total global fingers imports in the course of
2016-2020
Combat aircraft and related missiles made up more than 50% of arms imports.
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PERSONS
GC Murmu Selected as External Auditor by OPCW
G C Murmu selected as the External Auditor of the OPCW (Organisation for
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons). G C Mumru is currently serving as the
Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) of India. He will serve as an External
Auditor of OPCW for 3 years. India was elected as the member kingdom of the
Executive Council of OPCW in the Asia place for some other two years.
G C Murmu:
He used to be an 1895 batch IAS officer of Gujarat cadre. He was appointed as the
CAG of India in the year 2020. He also served as the Lt Governor of Jammu and
Kashmir (J&K) in the year 2019. He was once the first Lt Governor of Jammu and
Kashmir. He also served as the Principal Secretary of Narendra Modi in the course
of his reign as the Chief Minister of Gujarat.
OPCW:
The OPCW has 193 member states. It is an international corporation that works to
obtain a chemical weapon-free world. OPCW is primarily based in Hague,
Netherlands. It used to be hooked up in 1997. The Chemical Weapons Convention
is implemented by OPCW. The conference goals to eliminate and spoil chemical
weapons with the aid of prohibiting the development, acquisition, stockpiling and
use of chemical weapons. India is a member of the OPCW
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AWARDS AND HONOURS
Wisden Award of 2021 Was Announced
To acknowledge the 50th anniversary of the 1st One-Day International, 5 ODI
cricketers of the decade have been listed in Wisden Almanack's 2021 edition. One
cricketer has been chosen from every decade between 1971 and 2021, with the
Indian captain been granted the award for the 2010s.
List of winners:
India captain Virat Kohli Wisden Almanack's ODI participant (2010s).
Sachin Tendulkar is the ODI Cricketer (1990s).
Kapil Dev used to be named the ODI Cricketer (1980s).
Ben Stokes of England (all-rounder) is the Leading Cricketer of the Year.
Australia's Beth Mooney is Leading Women's Cricketer in the World.
West Indies Kieron Pollard (all-rounder) was adjudged the Leading T20 Cricketer
in the World.
Meanwhile, Jason Holder, Mohammed Rizwan, Dom Sibley, Zak Crawley, and
Darren Stevens have been awarded with the recognition of Wisden Cricketers of the
Year 2021.

Best Foreign Feature at Moscow Film Fest for Marathi Film
The Marathi film Puglya has won the Best Foreign Language Feature award for its
wonderful features at the Moscow International Film Festival of 2021.
About the movie:
The movie Puglya has been directed and produced by means of Vinod Sam Peter
under the Abraham Films banner. So far, this movie has gained over forty-five
awards and recognitions at quite a number of international movie festivals. The
movie is but to be released in India. The movie revolves around a pug and 2 boys,
who are around 10 years old.

Lifetime Achievement Award to Roberto Benigni
Director Roberto Benigni will be honouring the Golden Lion for Lifetime
Achievement at the 78th Venice International Film Festival, which is to be from
September 1 to eleven.
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Highlights:
The organisers confirmed the news about the director Director Roberto Benigni. He
was a two-time Oscar-winning actor-director. The filmmaker had starred in and
also directed the holocaust comedy-drama film named Life Is Beautiful in the year
1997, for which he received the Academy Awards for Best Actor (the first for a nonEnglish talking male performance) and Best International Feature Film. He was
ultimately considered in Matteo Garrone's live-action Pinocchio, for which he
received a David di Donatello Award.
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SPORTS
India Clinches 14 Medal At Senior Asian Wrestling Championship
The 2021 Senior Asian Wrestling Championships was once held from April 13 to
18, 2021 in Almaty, Kazakhstan. The event was the thirty fourth version of the
Asian Wrestling Championships. India received 14 medals to stand in the 1/3 spot
on the medal table. The medals include five Gold, three Silver & six Bronze
Medals. Kazakhastan and Iran topped the medal tally with 17 medals each.
Winners:
Following are the medal winners from India:
GOLD MEDAL
Ravi Kumar Dahiya 57 kg Men's freestyle
Vinesh Phogat fifty three kg Women's freestyle
Anshu Malik fifty seven kg Women's freestyle
Sarita Mor fifty nine kg Women's freestyle
Divya Kakran 72 kg Women's freestyle
SILVER MEDAL
Bajrang Punia 65 kg Men's freestyle
Deepak Punia 86 kg Men's freestyle
Sakshi Malik sixty five kg Women's freestyle
BRONZE MEDAL
Karan Mor 70 kg Men's freestyle
Narsingh Yadav 79 kg Men's freestyle
Sanjeet 92 kg Men's freestyle
Satyawart Kadian 97 kg Men's freestyle
Seema Bisla 50 kg Women's freestyle
Pooja Sihag 76 kg Women's freestyle

ITBP Water Sports and Adventure Institute Inaugurated in Tehri
Water Sports and Adventure Institute (WSAI) has been installed by way of the IndoTibetan Border Police (ITBP) at Tehri Dam in Uttarakhand.
Highlights:
The institute was once inaugurated on Friday through Chief Minister Tirath Singh
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Rawat and Sports Minister Kiren Rijiju. ITBP's Mountaineering and Skiing
Institute at Auli will independently run this institution, which will impart coaching
in aero, water and land-related sports and journey activities.
Training in kayaking, rowing, canoeing, water skiing, para-gliding, para-sailing,
scuba diving, paddle boating, pace boating, kite surfing, jet skiing, etc, will
additionally be provided at this institute. Apart from this, water rescue and lifesaving publications will be carried out here. It has been centered to train at least
200 early life in water sports activities at this group each year.
ITBP was founded on 24 October 1962. The headquarters of ITBP is in New
Delhi, India. The Director-General of ITBP is S S Deswal.

Women of India Won 7 Gold in AIBA Youth World Boxing Championship
Indian Women created history at the AIBA Youth World Boxing Championship
2021. A complete of eight Indians entered the finals. Of this, seven have been
women. All the female finalists finished on top.
In 2017, Indian Women gained 5 gold medals. The 2017 Youth World
Championship used to be held in Guwahati.
Highlights:
India won seven gold in 2021 at the AIBA Youth Women World Boxing
Championships. The sixth gold used to be added via Sanamacha. Sanamacha trains
at boxing MC Mary Kom's Academy located in Imphal. She outperformed Dana
Diday of Kazakhstan in the 75 kg final.
Alfiya clinched the seventh gold for India. She defeated a sturdy contender Daria
Kozorez of Moldova.
Gitika of Haryana received gold in 48 kg. She defeated a two-time European
champion, Erika Prisciandaro. Erika is from Italy. In the finals, Gitika defeated
Natalia Kuczewska.
Poonam and Babyrojisana delivered two more gold medals. Poonam gained
Sthelyne Grosy in the finals and Babyrojisana received Valeriia Linkova in the
finals.
Arundhati from Rajasthan received gold in 69 kg. She beat the Polish boxer,
Barbara Marcinkowska.
Ankit Narwal gained bronze in 64 kg. Similarly, Bishwamitra Chongthom and
Vishal Gupta gained a bronze medal in 49 kg and ninety-one kg respectively.
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AIBA is International World Boxing Championships that AIBA Women World
Boxing Championship and AIBA World Boxing Championships biennially.
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OBITUARY
Former Football Player Hussain Lala Breathes his Last Breath
Former Indian international football defender Ahmed Hussain Lala represented
India in the 1956 Melbourne Olympics passes away due to COVID-19.
Points to be taken:
India finished fourth. In addition, he was also a member of the Indian team, which
won the gold medal at the 1951 Asian Games. Ahmed also participated in the 1958
Asian Games held in Tokyo, Japan, and India finished fourth. In the football club,
Ahmed played for the Hyderabad City Police Department, Muham Bagan and
Muhammadan Sports Club. In his career, Hussain Lala had won 2 Santosh Trophy,
3 Durand Cups and 6 Rovers Cups.

Indian Islamic Scholar Maulana Wahiduddin Passes Away
The famous Indian Islamic scholar, spiritual leader and writer Maulana Wahiduddin
Khan died of Covid-19 complications.
Maulana Wahiduddin:
He has authored more than 200 books on various aspects of Islam, and is known for
writing reviews of the Quran and its English, Hindi and Urdu translations. He has
won several prestigious honors, such as Padma Vibhushan (2021), Padma Bhushan
(2000) and Rajiv Gandhi National Sadbhavna Award (2009).
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SUMMITS & CONFERENCE
National Dialogue on UN Food Systems Summit
The United Nations General Secretary lately known for the first United Nations
Food Systems Summit to be held in September 2021. The summit is to strategize
movements for high-quality alternate in Agri-food systems.
Highlights:
The Summit will focal point on pathways to structure food systems globally to
accelerate progress in Sustainable Development Goals. The summit will center of
attention on five action tracks. They are as follows:
Safe and nutritious food
Sustainable Consumption patterns
Nature-Positive production
Advance equitable livelihoods
Resilience to vulnerabilities, stress and shocks
India has volunteered to Action Track 4, (Advance Equitable Livelihood). In order
to take this further, the Government of India has constituted an excessive level InterDepartmental Group.
The predominant goal of the group is to keep National Dialogues with all the stake
holders of agriculture and meals structures to explore country wide pathways in
creating sustainable meals machine in India.
The first National Dialogue on Agri-Food System was once held on April 12,
2021. The speak was attended through farmer organisations, civil society
organisations, farmer producer organisations, lookup institutions and other
authorities agencies.
Apart from these National Dialogues on UN Food Systems Summit, the country
governments will additionally preserve kingdom level dialogue.

Webinar on Khajuraho Temples of Architectural Splendour
Tourism and Culture Ministry organised a webinar on Khajuraho Temples of
Architectural Splendour under the programme Dekho Apna Desh. Dekho Apna
Desh Webinar Series is an way to showcase a rich range of India beneath Ek Bharat
Shreshtha Bharat.
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About the temple:
Khajuraho Temples located in Madhya Pradesh (MP) is most beautiful medieval
monuments in the country.
The temple is built between 950-1050 AD via the Chandela Dynasty.
The monuments include Hindu and Jain temples.
The temple site is positioned within the Mountain range of Vindhya.
These Temples acquired the fame of UNESCO's World Heritage Sites in 1986.
The temples are popular for their Nagara-style architectural symbolism.

Launch of Global Youth Mobilization Initiative
Aiming at young people in communities affected by the Covid-19 pandemic, a
program called "Global Youth Mobilization" was launched. The Global Youth
Summit (GYS), to be held from April 23 to 25, 2021, is the starting point for young
people to participate in mobilization.
Highlights:
GYS aims to provide young people aged 14 to 30 with new insights, skills and
contact information, as well as a platform for interaction with peers, leaders and
decision-makers.
About: This is a movement for young people to take action to improve life in the
world now and after Covid-19.
Purpose: Eliminate the negative impact of the pandemic on young people and
support them to rebuild better.
Participating organizations: It is supported by the six largest youth organizations in
the world, the World Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations (UN)
Foundation.
Demand: An estimated 1.2 billion young people are affected by the Covid-19
pandemic response measures. The destruction of education, employment, services,
and social support changed the future of an entire generation.
Funding: With the support of the Covid-19 Solidarity Response Fund, Global
Youth Mobilization will support and expand youth-led solutions and youth
participation programs worldwide.
The Covid-19 Solidarity Emergency Fund was established by the WHO with the
help of the United Nations Foundation and the Swiss Charity Foundation.
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Establishment of 5th Session of Codex Committee on Spices and Culinary
Herbs
The fifth session of the Codex Committee on Spices and Culinary Herbs (CCSCH)
established by the Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) under the
Codex Alimentarius Commission (CCSCH) opened.
Highlights:
The Codex Committee on Spices and Culinary Herbs was established in the year
2013. India is the host country, and the Indian Spice Committee is the secretariat
that organizes the meetings of the committee. The Spices Board is the flagship
agency for the development and global promotion of spices in India.
The Codex Alimentarius Commission is an intergovernmental organization
established by the Food and Agriculture Organization and the World Health
Organization (WHO) in 1963 within the framework of the Joint Food Standards
Program.
The Codex Secretariat is located in Rome ( FAO Headquarters). At present, it has
189 Codex members, composed of 188 member states and 1 member organization
(European Union). India is a member.
The Food Safety and Standards Authority of India is an autonomous statutory body
established under the Food Safety and Standards Act of 2006. Its headquarters are
in Delhi.

Annual Conference - Boao Forum for Asia
The opening ceremony of the Boao Forum for Asia (BFA) Annual Conference was
held in Boao. Boao is the Hainan Province of South China. This year's BFA will
celebrate its 20th anniversary.
Highlights:
The forum witnessed more than 2500 participants from more than 60 countries.
The theme for the year is A Changing World: Join Hands to Strengthen Global
Governance and Promote Belt and Road Cooperation.
The main agenda is to strengthen mutual understanding in the post-pandemic era
and create more incentives for overall socioeconomic growth and effective global
governance.
An annual report on the Asian economy was released at that time, which
emphasized the importance of the Asian economy that continues to develop despite
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the epidemic.
The Boao Forum for Asia (BFA) is an international non-profit organization that
was co-sponsored by 26 member states in 2001. Now the number of members has
increased to 29. India is also a member of the BFA.
The establishment of the Boao Forum for Asia is modelled on the lines of the
World Economic Forum which bases its annual meeting in Davos-Klosters,
Switzerland.

Global Energy Transition Index World Economic Forum
The World Economic Forum released the Global Energy Transition Index. The
index used to be organized in collaboration with Accenture.
Highlights:
The ten international locations that topped the index were from the Northern and
Western parts of Europe. Sweden ranked first in the document accompanied via
Norway and Denmark.
The other nations that topped the index have been as follows:
Switzerland at Rank 4. Austria at Rank 5. Finland at Rank 6. The United Kingdom
at Rank 7. New Zealand at Rank 8. France at Rank 9. Iceland at Rank 10.
India ranked 87th in the index. China was ranked 68th on the index.
Around 92 out of 115 countries performed higher in their combination score. This
indicates an advantageous direction in international strength transition.
The World Economic Forum is an international agency for private and public
cooperation. The headquarters of WEF is positioned in Switzerland.

Climate Leaders Summit US President
Indian Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi (Shri Narendra Modi) participated in the
"Climate Leaders' Summit" hosted by US President Joe Biden.
Highlights:
The two-day meeting was actually held from April 22 to 23, 2021, which
coincided with the fifth anniversary of the opening of the Paris Agreement on
Climate Change for signature.
The theme: Our collective sprint to 2030.
Biden invited 40 national leaders to participate in a two-day virtual climate
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summit.
The Summit is held in the run-up to the United Nations Climate Change
Conference (COP26) that will take place in November 2021 in Glasglow.
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IMPORTANT DAYS
World Heritage Day is on 18th April
Each and Every year 18th April is celebrated as the International Day for
Monuments and Sites or the World Heritage Day. Theme: Complex Pasts: Diverse
Futures
Highlights:
The International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) established the day
in 1982 and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) authorized it in 1983.
Since then, it has been a day to have fun and promote cultural heritage, and a
possibility to elevate consciousness about its diversity, its relevance, how
susceptible it can be and what the wishes and benefits of its conservation are.
It is an important expression of international unity in the face of the ongoing global
health disaster (Covid-19 pandemic).
International Council on Monuments and Sites is a worldwide non-governmental
organization associated with UNESCO. The mission is to promote the conservation
and protection, use and enhancement of monuments, building complexes and sites.
ICOMOS (International Council on Monuments and Sites) is an Advisory Body of
the World Heritage Committee for the implementation of the World Heritage
Convention of UNESCO. As such, it evaluations the nominations of cultural world
heritage and ensures the conservation status of properties.
India has 38 world heritage websites that encompass 30 Cultural properties, 7
Natural residences and 1 blended site.
International Council on Monuments and Site: Its introduction in 1965 is the
logical result of initial conversations between architects, historians and
international experts that began in the early twentieth century and that documented
in the adoption of the Venice Charter in 1964.

World Liver Day is on 19th April
World Liver Day 2021: It is determined on 19 April to unfold focus about the
ailments associated to the liver.
About the Day and Liver:
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Liver is the 2nd greatest organ in the body. After the brain, it is also the 2nd most
complicated organ in the body. It performs a number of quintessential features
associated with digestion, immunity, metabolism and the storage of nutrients inside
the body. Everything we eat passes through the liver. It fights infections, removes
toxins, controls cholesterol, regulates blood sugar, make proteins and releases bile
to assist digestion. It has been considered that even 75% of liver can be safely
removed besides any untoward consequences because of its potential of
regeneration. Hence, to take care of the liver, one wants to undertake a healthful lifestyle and have a balanced eating regimen of proteins, grains, dairy products, fruits,
vegetables, and fats.
World Liver Day is determined on 19 April to elevate awareness about liverrelated diseases. Everything we drink or eat, inclusive of medicine, passes thru the
liver. It is impossible to continue to exist without a liver. It is additionally said that
the liver is an organ that can effortlessly be broken if you do not take excellent care
of it.

World Voice Day is on 16th April
The World Voice Day (WVD) is celebrated globally on April sixteen each year to
display the great importance of the voice in the day by day lives of all people. The
Day is an international annual match committed to recognizing the boundless limits
of the human voice.
Highlights:
The mission is to share the pleasure of the voice phenomenon with people,
scientists, and other funding bodies.
World Voice Day discovered its beginnings in 1999 as Brazilian National Voice
Day. It became a rallying purpose for speech-language pathologists, singing
instructors and clinical physicians who had been a section of the Brazilian Society
of Laryngology and Voice.
The day began to spread to Argentina and Portugal making it International Voice
Day. By 2002, the American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery
officially diagnosed the celebration which earned it the title of World Voice Day.
Theme: One World Many Voices

UN Chinese Language Day is on 20th April
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Every year, April 20th is the United Nations Chinese Day. It was a tribute to
Cangjie that day. Cangjie is a mythical figure, Cangjie invented Chinese characters.
Highlights:
The year 2010 is the first United Nations Chinese Day. The Chinese legend is
believed to have four eyes.
In addition, it is believed that when the legend invented Chinese characters, the
gods and ghosts cried, and Xiaomi Yu appeared.
The United Nations celebrates Language Day to celebrate cultural diversity and
multilingualism.
In 1946, Chinese was confirmed as one of the official languages of the United
Nations. However, in 1971, Chinese was adopted as the working language of the
United Nations.
The United Nations has six official languages. The languages are Arabic, Chinese,
English, Russian, Spanish and French.
Initially, English and French were identified as the working languages of the
United Nations. Later, other languages (such as Chinese, Russian, Arabic, and
Spanish) were added to the list.

Civil Services Day is on 21st April
Each and Every year, India celebrates Civil Service Day on April 21. The most
important intention of celebrating the day is to motivate the efforts and works of
civil servants.
Highlights:
On Civil Service Day (April 21), India rewards a number officers with Prime
Minister Awards for Excellence in Public Administration. The awards work as a
proposal to the civil servants.
The awards are presented in three categories. Category 1 includes hill states and
the North Eastern States. Category two includes 7 Union Territories. Category three
consists of the rest of the 18 states.
It was on April 21, 1947, Sardar Vallabhai Patel addressed the 1st batch of
probationers of Administrative Services. However, the day was once celebrated for
the first time in 2006.
According to Sardar Vallabhai Patel, Civil Servants are the spine of the Indian
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economy. They work tirelessly closer to the easy functioning of public
administration. Their responsibilities are closer to executing the policies of the
ruling birthday party and no longer with the party itself.
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel: He was once born on 31st October, 1875 in Nadiad,
Gujarat. He was once the first Home Minister and Deputy Prime Minister of
impartial India. Women of Bardoli bestowed the title Sardar' on Vallabhbhai Patel,
which capacity a Chief or a Leader'. The Statue of Unity at Kevadiya in Narmada
district of Gujarat was constructed in his honour.

World Creativity and Innovation Day is designated on 21st April
World Creativity and Innovation Day are determined globally on 21 April every
year. This day is observed to increase cognizance around the importance of
creativity and innovation in problem-solving with appreciation to advancing the
United Nations sustainable development goals, also recognised as the global goals.
Background:
The main goal of the day is to inspire humans to use new ideas, make new
decisions, and do creative thinking. Creativity is what makes the world go round.
World Creativity and Innovation Day (WCID) was established on 25 May 2001 in
Toronto, Canada. The founder of the day used to be the Canadian Marci Segal.
Segal used to be studying creativity in 1977 at the International Center for Studies
in Creativity. The United Nations on 27 April 2017 resolved to encompass World
Creativity and Innovation Day on 21 April as a Day of observance to elevate
importance among human beings about the use of their creativity in problemsolving for all issues that may additionally be associated with attaining the 2015
Sustainable Development Goals.

World Earth Day is on 22nd April
Each and Every year, World Earth Day is celebrated on 22 April. The first World
Earth Day was once celebrated in 1970.
Highlights:
In 1969, the Peace Activist John McConnell proposed to rejoice World Earth Day
to honour the earth. Earth day was first proposed to be celebrated on 21 March 21,
which is the first day of spring in the northern hemisphere.
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On World Earth Day, in 2016, the landmark Paris Agreement was signed by way
of China, the United States and other hundred and twenty countries. In 2021, US
President Joe Biden has invited leaders of forty top economies of the world
including Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Chinese President Xi Jing Ping
to the Leader's Summit on Climate.
The virtual meet is to be held on World Earth Day. The World Earth Day
celebrations are organised with the aid of the Earth Society Foundation. It was once
founded by John McConnel.
Equinox Earth Day is celebrated on March 20 (or 21) annually. It marks the arrival
of spring in the Northern hemisphere and autumn in the southern hemisphere. It is
additionally known as Equinoctial Earth Day. The first Equinox Earth Day was
once celebrated in 1970.
Japanese Peace Bell and Earth Day: The Peace Bell is rung twice or thrice a year.
Once throughout the celebrations of World Earth Day that falls on April 22. It is
additionally rung on Equinox Earth Day. The Japanese Peace Bell was donated to
the United Nations by way of Japan. Apart from these days, now and again it is
additionally rung on each and every opening day of the United Nations General
Assembly yearly session. This is normally held in September month.

World Book and Copyright Day is Designated on 23rd April
Each and Every year on April 23, UNESCO celebrates World Book and Copyright
Day. This year, to celebrate World Book and Copyright Day, UNESCO launched
the "Bookface Challenge".
Highlights:
In the year 1995 is the first World Book and Copyright Day was observed. On this
day, UNESCO awarded children and youth literature prizes. In addition, this day
will also enhance the understanding of copyright law and other measures to protect
intellectual property rights.
UNESCO decided to celebrate World Book and Copyright Day on April 23
because it is the birthday anniversary of William Shakespeare, Miguel Cervantes
and Inca Galaciso de la Vega.
Since 1436, in Catalonia (Spain), World Book Day has been called St. George's
Day. Catalonia is an autonomous community in Spain.
In Spain, World Book Day has been celebrated on October 7th since 1926. In
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Sweden, World Book Day is called Varldsbokdagen. The celebration was held on
April 13.
In the UK and Ireland, they organized an event called "World Book Night" to
celebrate World Book Day. World Book Day is called a street festival in the United
States.
Every year, UNESCO and other international organizations choose the "Book
Capital of the World" as the capital of the year. This year, Tbilisi, Georgia, was
selected as the Book Capital of the World.

National Panchayati Raj Day is on 24th April
Every year, April 24th is celebrated as National Panchayati Raj Day i.e., on that
day Constitutional Amendment No. 73 of 1992 entered into force on April 24,
1993.
Highlights:
The Panchayati raj Day was first observed in the year 2010.
Panchayati Raj Day paved the way for the country's three-tier Panchayati Raj
system, namely Gram Panchayat at the village level, Panchayat Samiti at the block
level and Zila Parishad at the district level.
Rajasthan is the first state in the country to implement the Panchayati Raj system.
The late Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru launched the plan in the Nagaur region
on October 2, 1959. The plan was later implemented in Andhra Pradesh in 1959.
Due to the large population and large area of many states in India, they decided to
decentralize democratic power.
To meet this requirement, a committee led by Balwantrai Mehta was established in
1957. The committee recommends democratic decentralization. Therefore, the
concept of Panchayati Raj appeared for the first time in history.

English Language Day is on 23rd April
English Day is celebrated on April 23 every year, which is the anniversary of the
United Nations.
Highlights:
This day coincides with William Shakespeare's birthday and death day and World
Book Day. English is one of the most popular languages in the globe. This day will
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look forward to language-related development, history, culture and achievements.
English is the most widely used language or "world language". Therefore, it is
called the modern lingua franca. In addition to French, English is also the working
language of the United Nations (UN). English Day is the result of the 2010
initiative of the Department of Global Communications. It establishes language
days for each of the six official languages of the organization.
By that initiative, one of the days is dedicated to these six official languages as
follows: Arabic 18 December; Chinese 20 April; French 20 March; Russian 6 June;
Spanish 23 April.

UN Spanish Language Day is on 23rd April
Every year 23rd April is observed as the Spanish Language Day by the United
Nations (UN) to celebrate cultural diversity and multilingualism.
Highlights:
April 23rd is designated as UN Spanish Language Day in addition to UN English
Language Day. The observance of the Spanish Language Day was initiated in 2010
by UNESCO. It is observed to celebrate cultural diversity and multilingualism. The
day marks the death anniversary of Miguel de Cervantes.
Miguel de Cervantes is known as the greatest writer in Spanish and he is a noted
novelist. Don Quixote is the most influential of the Miguel de Cervantes, which is
considered as the first modern novel. Spanish is known as the Language of
Cervantes.
Spanish was one of the earliest official languages of United Nations to be declared
working language. At present, all 6 official languages are working languages. A
working language is a language that is used as a primary means of communication
in a supranational organisation like the United Nations.

International Day of Multilateralism and Diplomacy for Peace is Designated
on 24th April
Each and Every year April 24 is observed as the International Day of
Multilateralism and Diplomacy for Peace. The international day was first observed
on April 24, 2019.
Highlights:
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This International day is designated by the United Nations (UN). The day targets to
preserve international cooperation and multilateralism, based on which the United
Nations Charter and 2030 Sustainable Development Goals are framed. The day is
observed to promote and support three pillars of the United Nations (Peace and
security, human rights and development).
United Nations was established in the year 1945 after world war II based on the
central mission of international peace and security.
In 2020, the International Day of Multilateralism and Diplomacy for Peace
considers the COVID-19 pandemic as the biggest challenge since the world war.
And, the day is being marked to spread the importance of multilateralism to win
over the combat against the pandemic. This goal is achieved by identifying
common opportunities of the countries.

World Immunization Week 2021 24th to 30th April
The World Immunization Week was observed in last week of April i.e., between
24th April and 30th April.
Highlights:
The World Immunization Week is an initiative by World Health Organization
(WHO) to create awareness about the Vaccination and its importance.
It is observed in last week of April (the 2021 event was observed between 24th and
30th of April). The initiative is one of eight global public health campaigns
observed by the World Health Organization.
The year 2020 was confirmed as the International Year of the Nurse and the
Midwife. As commemorating the 200th birth anniversary of Florence Nightingale
WHO declared the year as year of Nurse and Midwife. As part of the campaign,
WHO emphasized the important role of nurses and midwives in advocating for
early vaccination.
Theme: Vaccines bring us closer. The topic will explain how vaccination connects
us with the most important people, goals and moments, thereby helping to improve
the health of everyone throughout life.

World Veterinary Day is on 24th April
World Veterinary Day is the fourth Saturday in April every year. In 2021, this day
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is April 24, 2021. The theme for 2021 is "Veterinarians' response to the COVID-19
crisis."
Highlights:
This day was created by the World Veterinary Association (WVA) in 2000 to
celebrate this contribution. The impact of veterinarians on animal and social health.
Under the leadership of Dr. J. Gamgee, the first International Veterinary Congress
was held in 1863. Later, the plan was converted to today's World Veterinary
Association (WVA).
WVA is an umbrella organization of the International Veterinary Association and
National Veterinary Association for veterinary work in different fields. WVA
unites and represents veterinary professionals worldwide.

Armenian Genocide Remembrance Day is on 24th April
Joe Biden, the US President is ready to formally acknowledge the Armenian
Genocide. Each and Every year, Armenian Genocide Remembrance Day will be
marked on April 24.
Background:
Amid Turkey disagreement, the consensus among historians is that during the
Armenian Genocide, between 1915 to 1922, in the First World War, thousands of
Armenians perished due to killings, starvation and disease, when they had been
deported via Ottoman Turks from Japanese Anatolia. The International Association
of Genocide Scholars estimates that extra than 1 million Armenians may
additionally have died.
Researchers say that the acknowledgement with the aid of the US government
would have little legal influence on Turkey, different than turning into a cause for
embarrassment for the united states of America and perhaps giving different nations
the impetus to also well known the genocide. However, this acknowledgement in
the worldwide community may additionally be unwelcome and unpalatable for
Turkey.
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BOOKS & AUTHORS
Four Books Released on Birthday od Ambedkar
PM Narendra Modi has paid tribute to India's first law minister and the architect of
the Indian Constitution Babasaheb Bhimrao Ambedkar on his delivery anniversary
and released 4 books based on his life.
Highlights:
PM Modi has addressed the ninety fifth Annual Meet and National Seminar of ViceChancellors of the Association of Indian Universities by way of video conferencing
and launched 4 books associated to Dr BR Ambedkar, written through Kishor
Makwana.
The name of the four books - Dr Ambedkar - Jivan Darshan, Vyakti Darshan,
Rashtra Darshan, Aayam Darshan.

Autobiography of Suresh Raina to be Released
A biography book named Believe What Life and Cricket Taught Me, the muchawaited Suresh Raina autobiography is set to hit the bookstands in May 2021.
Highlights:
The book is co-authored by Suresh Raina and Bharat Sundaresan (Sports author),
and this biography will be published through the prestigious publishing house,
Penguin India.
The book predicted to comply with Raina's lightning-fast upward push in the
Indian cricket team and the hardships that he encountered on the way to turning
into a record-breaking batsman.
The book must additionally help unwind the story of Raina's early days as a
budding cricketer in Uttar Pradesh

Aakash Ranison Launches His E-Book
Climate activist author Aakash Ranison launched a new e-book on the occasion of
Earth Day called "Climate Change Explanation-Once and For All".
Key Facts:
Through the e-book, the author explains the impact of climate change and aims to
inspire readers to reduce the impact of climate change through simple sustainable
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solutions. The book combines facts, data and information about climate change,
with the theme "greenhouse effect, global warming, carbon footprint" and its
impact on the earth in the near future.
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AGREEMENTS MOU
India and Germany Enter Into Agreement Preventing Plastics From Entering
Oceans
The Indian Government and Germany have signed an settlement for Technical
Cooperation in enhancing practices to forestall plastic from entering the marine
environment at a digital ceremony in New Delhi.
Highlights:
The assignment titled Cities Combating Plastic Entering the Marine Environment'
will be applied for a length of three and a half years.
The effect of the challenge is totally in line with the objectives of Swachh Bharat
Mission-Urban focusing on sustainable solid waste management and Prime
Minister Modi's imaginative and prescient to section out single-use plastic via
2022.
The agreement signed between the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs
(MoHUA), Government of India and Deutsche Gesellschaft fr Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH India on behalf of the German Federal Ministry of
Environment, Nature Conservation & Nuclear Safety.
It will be undertaken at the countrywide degree (at MoHUA), pick states (Uttar
Pradesh, Kerala and Andaman & Nicobar Islands) and in the cities of Kanpur,
Kochi and Port Blair.
Germany Capital: Berlin, Currency: Euro, Chancellor: Angela Merkel.

Cabinet Approves India-Bangladesh Cooperation In Trade
The Union Cabinet approved the Memorandum of Understanding signed between
the Director General of Trade Remedies of India and Trade and Tariff Commission
of Bangladesh. The agreement was once signed to expand the cooperation in the
region of exchange remedies. The agreement was signed on March 27, 2021.
Highlights:
The agreement objectives to promote trade of information, alternate treatments and
other things to do in accordance with the provisions of World Trade Organisation.
The settlement generally centered on countervailing, anti-dumping and protect
measures in bilateral alternate between India and Bangladesh.
The Countervailing Duties, also known as CVDs are import tariffs. They are
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imposed to nullify the unfavourable results of subsidies. CVDs are additionally
called anti-subsidy duties.
Suppose a country finds out that a foreign country is subsidising its imports. This
will purpose damage to home suppliers. Thus, the domestic country can impose
responsibilities on such goods to shield its home suppliers. These obligations are
imposed solely beneath World Trade Organisation rules.
The countervailing obligations are imposed on subsidised products on exporting
country. On the other hand, anti-dumping obligations are imposed on imports that
are of low price.
Let us anticipate that China is exporting silicon wafer to India.
Case 1: Chinese Government affords subsidy to silicon wafer manufacturers. Now
when India imposes import duties, then it is called countervailing duties.
Case 2: No subsidies are provided to silicon wafer via Chinese Government. But
the exporter is promoting at very low prices. In this case, when India imposes duty,
it is known as anti-dumping duties.
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INDEX / LIST
World Press Freedom Index 2021 Was Released
The Reporters Without Borders, a not-for-profit body published the World Press
Freedom Index, 2021. It ranked 180 countries. India ranked 142 in the index. India
was at an identical position in 2020 as well.
Highlights:
Norway topped the index accompanied by means of Finland and Denmark. The
index was once topped via Norway in 2020 as well.
Eritrea received the last rank in the index. China ranked 177th out of one hundred
eighty countries. North Korea was at rank 179 and Turkmenistan used to be at rank
178.
India was at rank 133 in 2016 and has been sliding positions in view that then.
Amongst the Indian neighbourhood, Sri Lanka was ranked at 127, Nepal used to be
ranked at 106, Myanmar at 140, Bangladesh at 152 and Pakistan at 145.
According to the World Press Freedom Index, the BJP supporters in the country
have created surroundings of intimidation for fundamental journalists. The report
categorized India beneath the 'BAD category along with Brazil, Russia and Mexico.
The document has named India as one of the world's most hazardous countries for
journalists. It is fairly unsafe in particular for journalists trying to do their job
properly. The document has also made an open announcement that Prime Minister
Modi Tightens his Grip on Media.
According to the report, the journalists in the country are uncovered to each sort of
assault This includes police violence towards reporters, reprisals instigated with the
aid of crook businesses and ambushes through political activists or corrupt nearby
officials.
The right-wing Hindu Nationalism is purging the manifestations of an anti-national
idea from the public debate (Purge skill to get rid of). Hate campaigns are waged on
social networks in opposition to journalists who dare to communicate or write
about the subjects annoying the Hindutva followers.
The record says that the major vaccine in opposition to disinformation,
JOURNALISM, has been absolutely blocked in 73% of one hundred eighty
countries.
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Henley Passport Index 2021 Was Released
Amid the rising COVID-19 cases and subsequent restrictions on journey overseas,
when many nations are banning humans from worst-hit nations, the Henley
Passport Index on April 17 released its list of the most effective passports.
Key Notes:
India stands at quantity eighty four on the list, as the Indian citizens can go to VisaFree or Visa-on-Arrival in over 58 places. Japan, Singapore and Germany, South
Korea stand in Top three respectively.
The Henley Passport Index releases listing which measures the world's most travelfriendly passports. The index ranks the international locations based totally on how
robust their passport is.
Index
Rank 1: Japan
Rank 2: Singapore
Rank 3: Germany, South Korea
Rank 4: Finland, Italy, Luxembourg, Spain
Rank 5: Austria, Denmark
Rank 107: Pakistan
Rank 110: Afghanistan (Bottom)
International Air Transport Association Headquarters: Montreal, Canada.
International Air Transport Association Founded: 19 April 1945.
International Air Transport Association Leader: William M. Walsh.
Henley & Partners Headquarters location: London, United Kingdom.
Henley & Partners Founded: 1997.
Henley & Partners Chairman: Christian Kalin.
Henley & Partners CEO: Juerg Steffen.
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QUIZ CORNER
1) When is World Heritage Day was celebrated?
A.April 18
B.April 19
C.April 20
D.April 21

Answer A
Explanation Each and Every year 18th April is celebrated as the International Day for
Monuments and Sites or the World Heritage Day. Theme: Complex Pasts: Diverse Futures

2) When was World Liver Day was celebrated?
A.April 20
B.April 18
C.April 21
D.April 19

Answer D
Explanation World Liver Day 2021: It is determined on 19 April to unfold focus about the
ailments associated to the liver. Liver is the 2nd greatest organ in the body. After the brain, it is
also the 2nd most complicated organ in the body.

3) What is the IUCN Status of Olive Ridley sea turtles?
A.Vulnerable
B.Extinct
C.Near threatened
D.Endangered

Answer A
Explanation Gahirmatha Sanctuary is the most vital nesting web page of Olive Ridley sea turtles.
The Gahirmatha seaside separates Bhitarkanika Mangroves and the nesting web site of the turtles.
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The Olive Ridley sea turtles have been put under the Vulnerable class in the IUCN Red List of
threatened species.

4) When was World Earth Day celebrated?
A.April 22
B.May 22
C.June 22
D.July 22

Answer A
Explanation The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is to launch four
astronauts to the International Space Station on World Earth Day (April 22). NASA is to launch
the mission alongside with SpaceX.

5) The first National Dialogue on Agri-Food System was once held on
______________.
A.April 12, 2021
B.April 12, 2020
C.April 10, 2019
D.April 15, 2015

Answer A
Explanation The first National Dialogue on Agri-Food System was once held on April 12, 2021.
The speak was attended through farmer organisations, civil society organisations, farmer
producer organisations, lookup institutions and other authorities agencies.

6) Which of the following players awarded Wisden Cricketers of the Year
2021?
A.Jason Holder
B.Mohammed Rizwan
C.Dom Sibley
D.All the above

Answer D
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Explanation Jason Holder, Mohammed Rizwan, Dom Sibley, Zak Crawley, and Darren Stevens
have been awarded with the recognition of Wisden Cricketers of the Year 2021.

7) Which of the following books were released on birthday of Ambedkar?
A.Dr Ambedkar Jivan Darshan
B.Dr Ambedkar Vyakti Darshan
C.Dr Ambedkar Rashtra Darshan
D.All the above

Answer D
Explanation PM Modi has addressed the ninety fifth Annual Meet and National Seminar of ViceChancellors of the Association of Indian Universities by way of video conferencing and launched
4 books associated to Dr BR Ambedkar, written through Kishor Makwana.The name of the four
books - Dr Ambedkar - Jivan Darshan, Vyakti Darshan, Rashtra Darshan, Aayam Darshan.

8) When was World Voice Day celebrated?
A.April 10
B.May 10
C.April 16
D.March 16

Answer C
Explanation The World Voice Day (WVD) is celebrated globally on April sixteen each year to
display the great importance of the voice in the day by day lives of all people. The Day is an
international annual match committed to recognizing the boundless limits of the human voice.

9) Where is Headquarters of Punjab National Bank?
A.New Delhi
B.Kolkata
C.Mumbai
D.Chennai

Answer A
Explanation Headquarters Punjab National Bank is in New Delhi. Punjab National Banks MD
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and CEO: S. S. Mallikarjuna Rao. Punjab National Bank Founded on 19 May 1894 at Lahore,
Pakistan.

10) The Story of Marathi film Puglya revolves around _____________.
A.A Cat
B.Pug
C.School Student
D.None

Answer B
Explanation The movie is but to be released in India. The movie revolves around a pug and 2
boys, who are around 10 years old.

11) Comedy-drama film named Life Is Beautiful is released in the year
_____________.
A.1997
B.1998
C.1999
D.1996

Answer A
Explanation The organisers confirmed the news about the director Director Roberto Benigni. He
was a two-time Oscar-winning actor-director. The filmmaker had starred in and also directed the
holocaust comedy-drama film named Life Is Beautiful in the year 1997, for which he received the
Academy Awards for Best Actor (the first for a non-English talking male performance) and Best
International Feature Film.

12) Where is the headquarter of Microsoft?
A.USA
B.UK
C.China
D.Japan

Answer A
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Explanation CEO of Microsoft is Satya Nadella, Microsoft's Headquarters is positioned in
Redmond, Washington, United States. CEO of Nuance is Mark D. Benjamin. Nuance's
Headquarters: Massachusetts, United States. Nuance used to be centered in 1992 in, United
States.

13) :The DAY-NRLM launched a gender operational method in
_____________.
A.2016
B.2015
C.2014
D.2013

Answer A
Explanation DAY-NRLM on Gender issues: The DAY-NRLM launched a gender operational
method in 2016 to mainstream gender issues. This was carried out thru training and capacity
building of staff. Also, institutional systems had been installed so that girls may want to approach
them for their grievances.

14) The US and the Taliban signed a landmark deal in Doha on
_____________.
A.February 29, 2020
B.March 29, 2020
C.June 29, 2020
D.May 29, 2020

Answer A
Explanation The US and the Taliban signed a landmark deal in Doha on February 29, 2020, to
deliver lasting peace in war-torn Afghanistan and enable US troops to return home from
Americas longest war.

15) Where is the headquarter of Nuance?
A.USA
B.UK
C.Japan
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D.Russia

Answer A
Explanation CEO of Microsoft is Satya Nadella, Microsoft's Headquarters is positioned in
Redmond, Washington, United States. CEO of Nuance is Mark D. Benjamin. Nuance's
Headquarters: Massachusetts, United States. Nuance used to be centered in 1992 in, United
States.

16) When was Punjab National Bank founded?
A.19 May 1894
B.18 May 1894
C.19 May 1896
D.18 May 1896

Answer A
Explanation Headquarters Punjab National Bank is in New Delhi. Punjab National Banks MD
and CEO: S. S. Mallikarjuna Rao. Punjab National Bank Founded on 19 May 1894 at Lahore,
Pakistan.

17) Who is the Wisden Award of ODI Cricketer in 1990s?
A.Virat Kohli
B.Sachin Tendulkar
C.Kapil Dev
D.Ben Stokes

Answer B
Explanation India captain Virat Kohli Wisden Almanacks ODI participant (2010s).Sachin
Tendulkar is the ODI Cricketer (1990s).Kapil Dev used to be named the ODI Cricketer
(1980s).Ben Stokes of England (all-rounder) is the Leading Cricketer of the Year.

18) When was Crew Dragon launched?
A.May 2020
B.June 2020
C.March 2020
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D.December 2020

Answer A
Explanation Crew Dragon was the first space car to launch human beings from American soil in
nine years. It was first launched in May 2020. It was once funded via NASAs Commercial Crew
Programme.

19) Where is Bhitarkanika located?
A.West Bengal
B.Odisha
C.Madhya Pradesh
D.Maharashtra

Answer B
Explanation The Olive Ridley sea turtles have been put under the Vulnerable class in the IUCN
Red List of threatened species. Also, they have been put underneath Schedule I of the Indian
Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972. Bhitarkanika is a mangrove wetland in Odisha. It is well-known
for estuarine crocodiles.

20) How many heritage sites are in India?
A.28
B.38
C.48
D.58

Answer B
Explanation India has 38 world heritage websites that encompass 30 Cultural properties, 7
Natural residences and 1 blended site.International Council on Monuments and Site: Its
introduction in 1965 is the logical result of initial conversations between architects, historians and
international experts that began in the early twentieth century and that documented in the
adoption of the Venice Charter in 1964.

21) When was UN Chinese Language Day observed?
A.April 20
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B.April 21
C.April 22
D.April 23

Answer A
Explanation Every year, April 20th is the United Nations Chinese Day. It was a tribute to
Cangjie that day. Cangjie is a mythical figure, Cangjie invented Chinese characters.

22) When was Indian Railways founded?
A.16 April
B.15 April
C.14 April
D.13 April

Answer A
Explanation Union Minister of Railways is Piyush Goyal. Indian Railways Founded in 16 April
1853, India. Indian Railways Headquarters is located in New Delhi.

23) How many Santosh Trophy has won by Ahmed Hussain Lala?
A.1
B.2
C.3
D.4

Answer B
Explanation In the football club, Ahmed played for the Hyderabad City Police Department,
Muham Bagan and Muhammadan Sports Club. In his career, Hussain Lala had won 2 Santosh
Trophy, 3 Durand Cups and 6 Rovers Cups.

24) In which of the following states did Italy launched its first food park?
A.Kerala
B.Karnataka
C.Tamil Nadu
D.Gujarat
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Answer D
Explanation Italy has launched its first large-scale food park project in Fanidhar, Mehsana
District, Gujarat, India. This project is first ever Italian Indian food project which develops better
partnership between India and Italy.

25) IUCN Status of disc-footed bat is ____________.
A.Vulnerable
B.Extinct
C.Least Concern
D.Endangered

Answer C
Explanation Disc-footed bats have increased the number of bats in Meghalaya to 66, which is
the highest of all states in India. It also helped increase the genera and species of the Indian bat
fauna.IUCN Status: Least Concern

26) What is the IUCN Status of Great Indian Bustard?
A.Extinct
B.Vulnerable
C.Endangered
D.Critically Endangered

Answer D
Explanation The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), which categorised the
GIBs as endangered in the year 1994, was compelled to upgrade the species to the status of
critically endangered in the year 2011 because of continued threats faced in the survival of these
large birds.

27) Which is the second largest land animal in the world?
A.Horse
B.Elephant
C.Hippopotamus
D.None of the above
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Answer C
Explanation Hippopotamus, additionally referred to as hippo or water horse, is an amphibious
African ungulate mammal. It is regarded to be the 2nd largest land animal (after the
elephant).Hippos are well tailored to aquatic life. The ears, eyes, and nostrils are positioned
excessive on the head so that the relaxation of the physique may also stay submerged.

28) Where is Lingaraj Temple located?
A.Odisha
B.Karnataka
C.Kerala
D.Tamil Nadu

Answer A
Explanation Lingaraj Temple, constructed in eleventh century AD, is devoted to Lord Shiva and
is viewed as the biggest temple of the town Bhubaneswar of OdishaThe temple is believed to
have been built by way of the Somvanshi King Yayati I.It is built in crimson stone and is a
traditional instance of Kalinga fashion of architecture.

29) What is the purpose of Aditya L1?
A.find out about the Sun
B.to find out about the Sun and the location between the Earth and the Sun from space
C.find out about the Moon
D.None

Answer B
Explanation The Indian programme to find out about the Sun and the location between the Earth
and the Sun from space Aditya-L1 is due to be launched subsequent year.

30) Where is Shahdol District located?
A.Maharashtra
B.Madhya Pradesh
C.Uttar Pradesh
D.Andhra Pradesh
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Answer B
Explanation Researchers from the IIT Kharagpur, used scanning electron microscopy to find out
about about 10 tooth samples gathered from Shahdol District, Madhya Pradesh.The results
confirmed that they had observed a new species, and they named it Rewaconodon indicus,
indicating India, the united states it used to be discovered from.

31) Gayatri Mantra is an incredibly revered mantra from the ____________.
A.Rig Veda
B.Samar Veda
C.Yajurveda
D.none

Answer A
Explanation It is a incredibly revered mantra from the Rig Veda, committed to Savitr also
regarded as Vedmata.The mantra is an necessary phase of the upanayana ceremony for younger
adult males in Hinduism, and has lengthy been recited by means of dvija men as part of their each
day rituals.

32) The closing of the Luna collection was Luna 24 that used to be launched in
____________.
A.1945
B.1976
C.1985
D.1978

Answer B
Explanation The closing of the Luna collection was Luna 24 that used to be launched in 1976. It
used to be the third Soviet Union mission to retrieve lunar surface samples. The first Luna
mission used to be launched in 1970.

33) How many had India won in 2021 Senior Asian Wrestling Championships?
A.12
B.14
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C.16
D.18

Answer B
Explanation India received 14 medals to stand in the 1/3 spot on the medal table. The medals
include five Gold, three Silver & six Bronze Medals. Kazakhastan and Iran topped the medal tally
with 17 medals each.

34) In Which year UN celebrates first chinese language day?
A.2010
B.2011
C.2012
D.2013

Answer A
Explanation The year 2010 is the first United Nations Chinese Day. The Chinese legend is
believed to have four eyes. In addition, it is believed that when the legend invented Chinese
characters, the gods and ghosts cried, and Xiaomi Yu appeared. The United Nations celebrates
Language Day to celebrate cultural diversity and multilingualism.

35) Where is the headquarters of Indian Railways?
A.Kolkata
B.Chennai
C.New Delhi
D.Mumbai

Answer C
Explanation Union Minister of Railways is Piyush Goyal. Indian Railways Founded in 16 April
1853, India. Indian Railways Headquarters is located in New Delhi.

36) When was Civil services Day observed?
A.April 21
B.April 22
C.April 23
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D.April 24

Answer A
Explanation Each and Every year, India celebrates Civil Service Day on April 21. The most
important intention of celebrating the day is to motivate the efforts and works of civil servants.

37) When was Atma Nirbhar Bharat campaign launched?
A.May 2020
B.March 2020
C.June 2020
D.July 2020

Answer A
Explanation The Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade shall constitute an
Expert Advisory Committee to display the normal execution of the scheme.In February 2021, the
GoI introduced that a SISFS is to be hooked up via April 2021. It is inline with Atma Nirbhar
Bharat campaign that used to be launched in May 2020.

38) When Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) HAL conceptualised the
Advanced Light Helicopter programme?
A.1984
B.1958
C.1948
D.1957

Answer A
Explanation HAL is a state-owned aerospace and defence company. HAL is headquartered in
Bangalore, India. It is governed underneath the management of the Ministry of Defence.HAL
conceptualised the Advanced Light Helicopter programme in the year1984. The principal variants
of Dhruv are labeled as Dhruv Mk-I, Mk-II, Mk-III & Mk-IV.

39) Where is Khajuraho Temples located?
A.Maharashtra
B.Madhya Pradesh
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C.Uttar Pradesh
D.Andhra Pradesh

Answer B
Explanation Khajuraho Temples located in Madhya Pradesh (MP) is most beautiful medieval
monuments in the country.The temple is built between 950-1050 AD via the Chandela
Dynasty.The monuments include Hindu and Jain temples.

40) Which of the following countries compliant with Paris Agreement
according to Climate Action Tracker?
A.India
B.Philippines
C.Bhutan
D.All the above

Answer D
Explanation . The pledges of these international locations will lead to four levels expand in
temperatures. This consists of US and Russia.India, Costa Rica, Bhutan and Philippines are
compliant with Paris Agreement according to Climate Action Tracker.The World Meteorological
Organisation is publishing the document due to the fact that 1993.

41) When UNESCO declared Ramlila as Intangible Cultural Heritage of
Humanity?
A.2008
B.2009
C.2010
D.2011

Answer A
Explanation UNESCO declared Ramlila as Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity in 2008.
The Ramlila festivities are in particular famous in Varanasi, Ayodhya, Madhubani, Satna, Almora
and in predominant cities of Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Bihar.

42) Where is Defence Bio-Engineering and Electro Medical Laboratory
(DEBEL) located?
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A.Bengaluru
B.Mumbai
C.Kolkata
D.Chennai

Answer A
Explanation The machine was once developed by the Defence Bio-Engineering and Electro
Medical Laboratory (DEBEL) positioned in Bengaluru. It operates underneath DRDO.The device
offers supplementary oxygen primarily based on the Blood Saturation levels. The device will help
soldiers from sinking into a state of Hypoxia. Hypoxia is deadly in many cases.

43) Where is Table Mountain National Park located?
A.Durban
B.Cape Town
C.East London
D.Pretoria

Answer B
Explanation Table Mountain National Park is situated in Cape Town of South Africa. Recently,
a fireplace caught in the park and is burning it rapidly. More than two hundred fire warring
parties have been deployed in the place to quench the fire.

44) What is the rank of India in World Press Freedom Index 2021?
A.143
B.142
C.141
D.140

Answer B
Explanation The Reporters Without Borders, a not-for-profit body published the World Press
Freedom Index, 2021. It ranked 180 countries. India ranked 142 in the index. India was at the
identical position in 2020 as well.

45) Jonh Paul Hodnett, a graduate student unearthed the fossil of a shark in
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___________.
A.2013
B.2015
C.2017
D.2019

Answer A
Explanation Jonh Paul Hodnett, a graduate student unearthed the fossil of a shark in 2013 at
Albuquerque, New Mexico. It turns out that, it is a fossil of a new shark species so ways now not
acknowledged to man. After 7 long years of excavation, it has been named a Dragon shark.

46) World Creativity and Innovation Day is on ____________.
A.April 21
B.April 22
C.April 23
D.April 24

Answer A
Explanation World Creativity and Innovation Day are determined globally on 21 April every
year. This day is observed to increase cognizance around the importance of creativity and
innovation in problem-solving with appreciation to advancing the United Nations sustainable
development goals, also recognised as the global goals.

47) Where is the headquarters of LIC?
A.Kolkata
B.Mumbai
C.Chennai
D.Bangalore

Answer B
Explanation LIC Chairperson: M R Kumar;LIC Headquarters: Mumbai;LIC Founded: 1
September 1956;

48) Which of the following is the capital city of New Zealand?
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A.Auckland
B.Wellington
C.Queenstown
D.Rotorua

Answer B
Explanation Prime minister of New Zealand: Jacinda Ardern.Capital of New Zealand:
Wellington.The forex of New Zealand: New Zealand dollar.

49) Where is the headquarters of Henley & Partners?
A.London
B.Cape town
C.Paris
D.None

Answer A
Explanation International Air Transport Association Headquarters: Montreal,
Canada.International Air Transport Association Founded: 19 April 1945.International Air
Transport Association Leader: William M. Walsh.Henley & Partners Headquarters location:
London, United Kingdom.

50) Where is the headquarters of Paytm?
A.Mumbai
B.Noida
C.Kolkata
D.Bangalore

Answer B
Explanation LIC Chairperson: M R Kumar;LIC Headquarters: Mumbai;LIC Founded: 1
September 1956;Paytm HQ: Noida, Uttar Pradesh;Paytm Founder & CEO: Vijay Shekhar
Sharma;Paytm Founded: 2009.

51) In Which year World Creativity and Innovation Day obsereved?
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A.2001
B.2002
C.2003
D.2004

Answer A
Explanation . World Creativity and Innovation Day (WCID) was established on 25 May 2001 in
Toronto, Canada. The founder of the day used to be the Canadian Marci Segal. Segal used to be
studying creativity in 1977 at the International Center for Studies in Creativity.

52) When is World Earth Day observed?
A.22 April
B.23 April
C.24 April
D.25 April

Answer A
Explanation Each and Every year, World Earth Day is celebrated on 22 April. The first World
Earth Day was once celebrated in 1970.

53) What is the capital of Germany?
A.Berlin
B.Munich
C.Hamburg
D.Bremen

Answer A
Explanation The agreement signed between the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs
(MoHUA), Government of India and Deutsche Gesellschaft fr Internationale Zusammenarbeit
(GIZ) GmbH India on behalf of the German Federal Ministry of Environment, Nature
Conservation & Nuclear Safety. It will be undertaken at the countrywide degree (at MoHUA),
pick states (Uttar Pradesh, Kerala and Andaman & Nicobar Islands) and in the cities of Kanpur,
Kochi and Port Blair.Germany Capital: Berlin, Currency: Euro, Chancellor: Angela Merkel.

54) The first World Earth Day was once celebrated in ____________.
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A.1970
B.1972
C.1975
D.1980

Answer A
Explanation Each and Every year, World Earth Day is celebrated on 22 April. The first World
Earth Day was once celebrated in 1970.

55) What is the currency of Germany?
A.Dollar
B.Rupee
C.Euro
D.None

Answer C
Explanation The agreement signed between the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs
(MoHUA), Government of India and Deutsche Gesellschaft fr Internationale Zusammenarbeit
(GIZ) GmbH India on behalf of the German Federal Ministry of Environment, Nature
Conservation & Nuclear Safety. It will be undertaken at the countrywide degree (at MoHUA),
pick states (Uttar Pradesh, Kerala and Andaman & Nicobar Islands) and in the cities of Kanpur,
Kochi and Port Blair.Germany Capital: Berlin, Currency: Euro, Chancellor: Angela Merkel.

56) Which of the following days is celebrated as Equinox Earth Day?
A.Mar 21
B.May 21
C.Jun 21
D.Jul 21

Answer A
Explanation Equinox Earth Day is celebrated on March 20 (or 21) annually. It marks the arrival
of spring in the Northern hemisphere and autumn in the southern hemisphere. It is additionally
known as Equinoctial Earth Day. The first Equinox Earth Day was once celebrated in 1970.
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57) When was International Court of Justice established?
A.1954
B.1945
C.1950
D.1955

Answer B
Explanation ICJ is an important judicial business enterprise of the United Nations (UN). ICJ was
established in 1945. An Indian, Judge Dalveer Bhandari has been a member of the ICJ
considering April 2012. It is in the Peace Palace of Hague, Netherlands.

58) When was International Court of Justice established?
A.1954
B.1945
C.1950
D.1955

Answer B
Explanation ICJ is an important judicial business enterprise of the United Nations (UN). ICJ was
established in 1945. An Indian, Judge Dalveer Bhandari has been a member of the ICJ
considering April 2012. It is in the Peace Palace of Hague, Netherlands.

59) When was IMPRINT Programme launched?
A.2010
B.2015
C.2018
D.2019

Answer B
Explanation IMPRINT Programme was launched in 2015 by means of the Ministry of Human
Resource Development (now Ministry of Education). Uchhatar Avishkar Yojana launched by the
Ministry of Human Resource Development in 2015.

60) Where is International Court of Justice located?
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A.Paris
B.London
C.Netherlands
D.Geneva

Answer C
Explanation ICJ is an important judicial business enterprise of the United Nations (UN). ICJ was
established in 1945. An Indian, Judge Dalveer Bhandari has been a member of the ICJ
considering April 2012. It is in the Peace Palace of Hague, Netherlands.

61) When was Uchhatar Avishkar Yojana launched?
A.2010
B.2015
C.2013
D.2017

Answer B
Explanation IMPRINT Programme was launched in 2015 by means of the Ministry of Human
Resource Development (now Ministry of Education). Uchhatar Avishkar Yojana launched by the
Ministry of Human Resource Development in 2015.

62) When was International Girls in ICT Day observed?
A.Fourth Thursday in April
B.Third Thursday in April
C.Second Thursday in April
D.First Thursday in April

Answer A
Explanation International Girls in ICT Day marked yearly on the fourth Thursday in April. This
year International Girls in ICT Day is located on twenty second April 2021.

63) When was Indo-Tibetan Border Police founded?
A.24 October 1962
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B.24 October 1965
C.25 October 1962
D.25 October 1965

Answer A
Explanation ITBP was founded on 24 October 1962. The headquarters of ITBP is in New Delhi,
India. The Director-General of ITBP is S S Deswal.
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